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Abst rac t - - In  chemical physics, especially quantum mechanics, one encounters a myriad of phe- 
nomenological models based upon formal operator manipulations and calculations leading to spectral 
conclusions. Yet often the exact nature of such spectral results is unclear mathematically. On the 
other side, mathematical clarification can lead to greater physical insight. Two important illustrations 
of this symbiotic relationship are von Neumann's placing of the quantum mechanics of SchrSdinger, 
Heisenberg, and others, into a Hilbert space framework, and Schwartz's rendering of the Dirac ket 
and delta notation into the theory of distributions, ome thirty years later. 
With chemical physics now actively treating time-symmetry breakings into nonunitary evolutions, 
complex resonances, computations concerning the spectrum as caused by underlying chaotic dynam- 
ical systems, it seems useful to gather together here elements of operator spectral theory to provide 
a mathematical framework into which such spectral results can be placed or from which they may be 
viewed. A particularly useful, clarifying, but little-known device, is that of operator state diagram, 
which I will develop rather fully in this paper. All operator dualities and hence much of operator 
theory may be systematically portrayed by these diagrams. 
From these diagrams, I then discuss operator spectral states, scattering states available from the 
essential spectrum of an operator, spectral states of shift operators, and rigged Hilbert space spectral 
states. Only a few examples can be given here, for the rigorous working out of the state diagrams 
of a given new class of operators requires ome care. Nonetheless, I hope that I will have provided 
some helpful clarifications of the instances given. Once the approach is seen, it is clear what needs 
to be done for other applications. 
Finally, I turn to what I shall call regular spectral states and probabilistic spectral states. These are 
new notions. Briefly, my view is that nature prefers regular spectral states, whereas we (humankind) 
prefer more specific spectral states. To reinforce this ansatz, I connect it to all other sections of this 
paper. A rule of probabilistically preferred spectral states is seen as an instance of the more general 
regularization principle which is an extensive irreversibility law. 
I include in each section a principle. This is meant to help the beginner come away with useful 
general notions, and it also permits one to express personal viewpoints. 
Keywords - -T ime,  Irreversibility, Chaos, Spectrum, Resonances. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The spectrum of an operator A means one thing to one person, another to another. To a 
physicist it may be lines seen on a spectrograph. To a chemist it may bring to mind the periodic 
table. To a mathematician, it is the complement of the resolvent set, i.e., the set of complex 
numbers A such that A - AI is no longer invertible. Usually this means that A is an eigenvalue, 
but it may mean instead that one has gone from bound states to scattering states, or that A 
is a left eigenvalue, or is some kind of improper eigenvalue, or somehow A corresponds to a 
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physical resonance. When A is no longer selfadjoint (i.e., no longer Hermitian, e.g., no longer 
a conservative Hamiltonian), it is important for the physicist or chemist o be able to properly 
understand the mathematical implications. Even when A is selfadjoint, here may be interesting 
mathematical implications. Conversely, it would be nice for the mathematician to understand 
the physical or chemical implications. 
As an illustration of these dichotomous views and the growth in science achievable by bringing 
them together, I would like to recall two historically important examples. 
The first is the delta function 6. Employed by Dirac [1] in the quantum theory of collisions, it 
was put into a rigorous mathematical frame by Schwartz [2]. To do so, new topological structures 
were introduced, so we can say that the physics enriched mathematics. Did the mathematics 
enrich the physics? Yes, in that a calculus of delta functions and the distribution theory of 
topological vector spaces was built up, but probably the principal mathematical contribution 
was clarify the physics. 
A second historically important example is how the matrix mechanics of Heisenberg [3] was 
placed into a Hilbert space framework by Neumann [4]. 
It is safe to say here that the mathematics enriched physics, as the square integrable probabil- 
ities run throughout the theoretical physics literature. Did the physics enrich the mathematics? 
Yes, in that a significant portion of functional analysis, such as parts of C* algebras and mathe- 
matical scattering theory was built up, but probably the larger contribution of the physics to the 
mathematics is yet to come, as quantum mechanics seems to be not yet physically well enough 
understood. 
Beyond their historical interest, I have mentioned these two important physical-mathematical 
theories to set a tone for this paper. It seems that for a rigorous mathematical theory, we 
need to know not only the operators involved but also what they operate on and to where they 
take it. In other words, mathematically, the function y = f(x) only makes sense when to the 
operation f we specify the domain of x it operates on, and then find the range of values y. For 
the physical theories mentioned above, the first of Dirac-Schwartz becomes the rigorizing of the 
point-evaluator peration 
f(x) ~ f(Xo), 
which becomes the placing f(x) in the test function space l:), which is the completion in the 
seminorm inductive limit topology of the space C~ ° of all nice infinitely differentiable functions 
with compact support, and the placing of 6o in :D', the space of all continuous linear functionals 
on :P. For the second theory mentioned above, that of Heisenberg-von Neumann, the rigorizing 
may be symbolized as diagonalizing of a Hermitian matrix A 
A U-~D, 
by a unitary matrix U, which can be shown to be always possible when these are operators on a 
Hilbert space. 
The operator state diagrams I present in Section 3 will give a systematic and useful summary of 
all of the relations between an operator A in its domain and range spaces X and Y, and those of its 
dual A ~ in its domain and range spaces yt and X ~. First, in Section 2, I review the basic notions 
of the spectral theory of linear operators. Then in Section 4 we see exactly what spectral states 
the scalar translates A - XI of an operator A can occupy. When treating continuous spectra, a
number of versions called the essential spectra can arise and those are treated in Section 5. Shift 
spectral states are worked out in Section 6 to clarify the generalized spectral decompositions ow 
being found in the operator theoretic treatments ofmixing dynamical systems. Section 7 looks at 
rigged Hilbert space formulations and shows why one can expect he generalized eigenfunctional 
expansions from the state diagram theory. In Section 8, I advance a new principle of regularization 
which encompasses many aspects of irreversibility. Of course such an all inclusive statement eeds 
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limitation and clarification and is presented on a preliminary basis. However, we can tie the idea 
nicely here to all of the operator spectral state notions in this paper. In Section 9, I also advance 
a new principle which I call probability preference. This may be regarded as an instance of 
regularity preference. In Section 10 a concluding view of time, chaos, and resonances from the 
points of view of this paper is given. 
Because I intend to include a principle to fix general notions in each section of this paper, let 
me set a tone with the following. 
PRINCIPLE OF RIGOR. Mathematically rigorizing physics often begins by specifying exactly what 
the principal objects are and where they live. This may consist of no more than precise definitions 
and hypotheses stating exact properties assumed. 
2. OPERATOR SPECTRAL THEORY 
Without doubt the most important notion in spectral theory is that of eigenvalue (Fr., char- 
acteristic value) which in applications goes also under a variety of names such as fundamental 
frequency, characteristic root, latent root, secular value, proper value, . . . .  It is a sufficiently 
important mathematical entity that it has even made its way into the general English dictionary 
(I used Webster's Third International Dictionary, 1971, pp. 2662, more than 450,000 entries), 
according to which it means "any of the permissible values of a parameter in an eigenfunction 
(as the discrete values of an energy in the solution of the SchrSdinger wave equation)". Although 
indeed often the eigenvalue parameter appears directly within the eigenfunction, more generally 
we think of the eigenvectors being labeled or indexed by their corresponding eigenvalues, e.g., as 
in the matrix Ax = Ax case. Or we think of it the other way around, the eigenvalues being la- 
beled by their corresponding eigenvectors, or more generally, by their corresponding eigenspaces. 
Like eigenvalue, igenvectors appear under many names uch as fundamental mode, characteristic 
function, latent vector, eigenstate, . . . .  
The first point I want to emphasize here is that it is the eigenvector more generally eigenspace 
which comes first, which is most important, and without which the eigenvalue lacks value. The 
eigenvectors are the principal directions of the operator A: those directions x which under A 
are transformed into dilations, stretchings, of themselves. The (scalar) magnitudes of those 
dilations are the eigenvalues. It is somewhat of a peculiarity that in some instances we may 
find the eigenvalues without knowing the eigenvectors, e.g., by use of the determinant condition 
det(AI - A) = 0 in the finite matrix case. Even then, such a condition derives from the fact that 
at those A values one has a nontrivial null space, i.e., an eigenspace. 
Since eigenvectors, or more generally eigenspaces consisting of the totality of all eigenvectors 
which are invariant directions with equal stretching constant (the eigenvalue) under A, are the 
primary entities in this spectral theory, we need to know from where we may find them. This 
is the point at which physics and mathematics often diverge. To a physicist, the eigenvector is
usually a solution to a differential or matrix or some other operator equation Au = Au. To a 
mathematician, an eigenspace is some kind of subspace and as such one needs to know "what it 
is a subspace of." In other words, one needs to have a space. 
Operator spectral theory thus consists of a study of the operator A - AI as a linear transfor- 
mation in a linear space X. Usually X is endowed with some reasonably natural topology and 
then is called a topological vector space. This permits us to define the dual topological vector 
space X ~ consisting of all continuous linear functionals on X: those linear mappings of X to the 
scalar field, be it the reals, complexes, quaternions, whatever. Then the dual operator A in X ~ 
may be defined, according to 
(A'y')(x) = y'(Ax), 
which is required to hold for all x in the domain D(A) in X. This defines Aty ~ satisfactorily, e.g., 
uniquely, provided that A is densely defined in X. It is easy to check that (A - AIy = A ~ - AI, 
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so we have the situation 
A - AI: D(A) C X -* R(A - AI) C X, 
A' - AI : D(A') c X '  --* R(A' - AI) c X'.  
Here D(A) denotes the domain of A, the dense linear subspace of X on which we allow A to 
act, and R(A) denotes the range of A, the resulting linear subspace which is the image of A 
from D(A). Similarly, D(A ~) is taken to be the totality of continuous linear functionals y' for 
which A~y ~ makes sense according to the above rule, i.e., we take the maximal possible domain 
for A'. 
If the topology of X is that of a Banach or Hilbert space, then the continuous linear function- 
als x ~ are exactly the bounded linear functionals: linear maps of the space X onto scalar values 
such that Ix'(x)l <_ MIIxll for some real number M. In the case of a Hilbert space X, every such 
bounded linear functional x~ is equivalent to a scalar product operation 
x'(x)  = <x,x*>, 
where x* denotes the vector in X which represents x' in X ~. Very often in this case the dual 
space X ~ is identified with X and the dual operator A' is identified with the operator adjoint A ° 
defined by 
(Ax, y) = (x, A'y).  
The only difference between A ~ and A* is that (A - AI)* = A* - AI, i.e., A --* A the complex 
conjugate, in the case of a complex Hilbert space. 
The second point I want to emphasize here is that X, or in some cases its dual X ~, is the space 
that we said above we needed for a spectral theory. Then to understand the spectral states of 
a particular operator A, we need to know the domains D(A) and D(A'). These delineate, for 
example, where eigenvectors must live. The best initial way to think about the domain D(A) is 
that it be functions u which A naturally operates on, that Au stays within the space X, that u 
satisfies all boundary conditions for the problem, and that D(A) has been taken as large as 
possible while still meeting these conditions. For example, in the Hilbert Space L2(12) for some 
region fl C R N, the Laplacian operator A as implemented by the partial differential operations 
02u 02u 
Au=~-~x l2+'"+2 '0x  n 
is usually taken safely on C~°(ft), the subspace of infinitely differentiable functions of compact 
support within ~, and then extended as maximally as possible to a domain D(A) appropriate to 
the boundary or other conditions at hand. 
Let us assume now that we have an operator A well defined, in the sense that we have decided 
on the space X and have located the dense domain D(A) within X. For simplicity here I will 
assume X to be a normed linear space, with norm II " II- The following are the principal spectral 
entities (more will come later). 
ap(A) 
The point spectrum of A, those A such that A -A I  is not 1 - 1, i.e., for which there is an x # 0 
in D(A) such that (A - AI)x = O. 
The approximate point spectrum of A, those A such that A - AI is not bounded below, i.e., 
for which there is a sequence of unit vectors xn such that II(A - AI)xnll --* O. 
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a(A) 
The spectrum of A, those A in the approximate point spectrum plus those A for which A - AI 
is bounded below but R(A - AI) is not dense. 
p(A) 
The resolvent of A, the set complement of a(A) in the complex plane, i.e., those A for which 
A - AI is bounded below and the range R(A - AI) is dense. 
One can show that p(A) = p(A'), so that the resolvent and spectrum sets of an operator and 
its dual are the same. Also, the second case in the definition of the spectrum a(A), those A for 
which A - AI is bounded below but R(A - AI) is not dense, are easily seen to be in the point 
spectrum ap(A~), the dual operator. Thus, all points A in a(A) are approximate point spectra 
of either A or A ~. Facts such as these are most easily seen and remembered in terms of the 
operator state diagrams to be presented in the next section and will be further elaborated there. 
For example, densely defined linear operators A in normed linear spaces have 16 possible duality 
states, of which five are ap(A) states and eight others are aap(A) states. 
Returning to the classical terminology of eigenvalue, eigenvector, of the beginning of this 
section, we see that the point spectrum ap(A) consists of the eigenvalues A of A. We may 
call points A in aap(A) approximate eigenvalues. Thus, all points in the spectrum a(A) for an 
arbitrary densely defined linear operator A in a normed linear space are approximate eigenvalues 
of A or A'. 
After this very brief recollection of certain essentials of general spectral theory, let me also 
recall for the reader that there is another special spectral theory, that of self-adjoint operators A
in a Hilbert space, under which A has spectral representation 
/? A = A dE~, 
oo  
where EA is the spectral family of A. The EA are all self-adjoint orthogonal projections and 
as indexed by the real parameter A are taken to be right continuous EA = EA+o in analogy 
with the Stieltjes integration theory. If A is an eigenvalue of A, then the jump EA - EA-o is 
the orthogonal projection onto the associated eigenspace ofA. Otherwise there is no jump and 
EA-o = EA = EA+o. In this case, there are two possibilities. The first is that EA+e - EA_~ ~ 0 
for some small interval of e > 0. This means that the spectral family is continuously growing 
in the vicinity of A. In this case, A is said to be in the continuous spectrum ac(A). The second 
possibility is that EA is constant, i.e., unchanging, in a small neighborhood f A. In this case, A 
is in the resolvent set p(A) and there is a gap in the spectrum. 
Thus, within this special spectral theory for self-adjoint operators A in a Hilbert space, with 
spectrum a(A) defined in terms of the monotone increasing spectral family EA of A, there are 
only the two spectral possibilities: jumps in EA at eigenvalues A of A, or continuous strict increase 
of EA at A, in which case A is said to be in the continuous spectrum of A. The question aturally 
arises as to how this special spectral theory fits with the general spectral entities introduced 
above for arbitrary densely defined operators A. Generally speaking, this is clarified in most 
books on functional analysis, and one may summarize as follows. First, our assertion above that 
intervals A on which EA is constant are in the earlier defined resolvent set p(A) for a general 
operator is readily verified. The full resolvent set p(A) for A selfadjoint then consists of these 
real A plus all nonreal A. Second, that jumps in EA corresponds exactly to eigenvalues A of A 
is also readily verified. Thus, these A are exactly the point spectrum ap(A) defined above for 
general operators A. Third, it may be checked that the A where EA is continuously increasing, 
which we have called the continuous spectrum ac(A), are in the approximate point spectrum 
aap(A) defined above. 
Once we depart from self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space, there can be confusion about 
continuous spectra nd what it is to mean. To help dispell such possible misunderstandings, I 
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would like to delineate here the following four senses of continuous spectrum. The names I have 
supplied to them here are mine and are introduced here in hopes of clarification and perhaps 
eventual standardization. 
oPure(A) 
Those A in the spectrum a(Ac), where Ac is the restriction of A to the subspace He, where 
Hc is the orthogonal complement ofHp, where Hp is the closure of the subspace spanned by all 
of the eigenvectors ofA. Although this definition makes ense for an arbitrarily densely defined 
operator in a Hilbert space, I mean it here only for self-adjoint operators A. Otherwise it does 
not necessarily connote anything continuous[ The name apure(A) was chosen to be consistent 
with the name apure(A) commonly used in scattering theory for the spectrum a(Ap), where A T 
is the restriction of A to the subspace Hp orthogonal to He. An alternate suggestive name would 
be a~ubspa~(A) provided that one knows to what the superscript 'subspace' refers. 
o.dynamic/A ~ 
Those A in the spectrum a(A) for which the spectral family E~ is continuously growing. Again, 
I mean this definition here only for self-adjoint operators A, although it could be applied to 
normal operators or anytime that you have operators to which there have been attached suitable 
projection valued measures. The superscript 'dynamic' reflects the fact that A in the spectrum 
a(A) of a self-adjoint operator A which are not eigenvalues may be characterized by the mean 
ergodic theorem as those A for which the mean Fourier averages of the time evolution operators 
U($) = e ira are zero in the strong limit, i.e., for all initial values u, 
1{ 
(OL --/~) eitAu dt ---* O, 
as /~ - ~ --* c¢. This finding, that under suitable conditions time averages may be replaced 
by phase averages, was of course a milestone in the kinetic theory, and clarified the necessity 
and meaning of the continuous spectrum for such dynamical systems. See the discussion in [5]. 
A competing suggestive name would be acerg°dic(A), indeed for ergodic dynamical systems the 
spectrum of the infinitesimal generator A of the associated unitary evolution Ut has this spectrum. 
On the other hand, the superscript 'dynamic' has the advantage ofincluding also the more general 
notion of continuous pectral change without there necessarily being any underlying ergodic 
system. 
s ta te  a~ (A) 
Those A in the spectrum a(A) for which A - AI is 1 - 1, R(A - AI) is dense, but A - AI is not 
bounded below. This definition is the continuous spectrum at(A) for general operators A. It will 
make more sense once the notions of state diagram and operator spectral states are presented in
s ta te  the next two sections: that is why I have denoted it as a c (A). One may also describe it as 
those approximate eigenvalues which are not eigenvalues and for which R(A - AI) is dense. For 
closed operators in a Banach space one may replace R(A-A I )  dense by R(A-A I )  properly dense, 
a sometimes useful property. Another way to describe this set is those A for which A - AI has 
a densely defined iscontinuous inverse. Finally, another helpful name would be o'c°mpleti°n(A), 
inasmuch from the state diagrams to come it is readily seen that if we delete the eigenvalues of
both A and A' from the spectrum a(A), what is left is acstate(A). Thus, in particular in the case 
of A selfadjoint, he superscript 'completion' connotes what is left in a(A) after you remove all 
eigenvalues. 
o-physical (A) 
Those A in the spectrum a(A) which form some continuous interval, arc, line, or region in the 
complex plane. This spectrum reflects the physics of the eigenvalue parameter A, for example, 
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intervals of continuous energy values. In this sense, it is certainly the most important interpreta- 
tion, as for example distinguishing a continuous radiation spectrum from a discrete bound state 
spectrum of isolated energy jumps. However, because of its mathematical vagueness, considerable 
effort was expended some years ago to clarify its nature for general operators A. As such, it will 
become what is commonly called the Weyl spectrum or more generally the essential spectrum 
he(A) of A. The essential spectrum will be further elaborated in Section 5, where several ver- 
sions will be seen. One of the most important properties of the essential spectrum ae (A) is that 
it is preserved under compact or relatively compact perturbations. It is this property that ex- 
plains the continuous spectrum o'physical(A) --= he(A) =- [0, oo) of the hydrogen atom, because the 
Coulomb potential is relatively compact with respect o the Laplacian operator. For self-adjoint 
operators A, it consists of all A in the purely continuous spectrum apure(A) plus all eigenvalues A 
of infinite multiplicity in ap(A) plus all accumulation points of the point spectrum ap(A). Alter- 
nately it may be characterized as those A in a(A) for which the spectral projectors EA+~ - Ex-e 
are of infinite rank for every e > 0. A third characterization for self-adjoint operators A is the ex- 
istence of a singular sequence for A: a sequence of vectors Cn, n = 1,2, 3 , . . . ,  such that IlCn[I = 1, 
physical ¢,~ converges weakly to 0, (A - AI)¢n converges strongly to zero. For these reasons ac (A) 
sometimes carries the name limit point spectrum he(A). Thus, a useful contending name here 
would be a~mit(A). However, the terminology aessential(A) is already well accepted, although as 
will be seen later in Section 5, one must nail down which he(A) one wants to use. 
For self-adjoint operators A, the relation between these four continuous spectra is 
apure(A) dynamic o.State(A ) = a c (A) C C crphysical(A). 
The first equality is seen by use of the mean ergodic theorem mentioned above. Most theoretical 
physicists working with self-adjoint Hamiltonians usually think of the continuous pectrum in 
this first way, points of continuous increase of E~. 
For nonself-adjoint A, one should think of the continuous spectrum in the middle way, that of 
the state diagram. Physical laboratory measurements require thinking of the continuous spectrum 
in a topologically continuous way, that of the right-hand sense above, which becomes mathemat- 
ically the essential spectrum. 
I have gone to some lengths here to elaborate these differing notions of a continuous spectrum 
at(A). To close this section, permit me to belabor the issues with three further small points. 
First, by analogy with the hydrogen atom, sometimes in the physics literature one finds it tacitly 
assumed that a dense point spectrum never arises in self-adjoint operators. While this is true of 
the typical operators encountered in standard quantum mechanics, it may or may not be the case 
in theory now being extended to solid state physics, periodic or random potentials, and so on. The 
following mathematical example is useful to bear in mind. Let A be defined as the infinite matrix 
operator on g2, the Hilbert space of square summable sequences x = (Xl, X2, X3, • • • ), ~ I Xi [2 < OG, 
where the diagonal entries of A are all the rational numbers ri, i = 1,2,3, . . . ,  in the interval 
[0, 1], and all off-diagonal entries of the matrix are zero. A is a bounded self-adjoint operator from 
g2 to g2 with an(A) exactly the rational numbers in [0, 1], and acstate(A) exactly all irrationals in 
(0,1). In this example apure(A) - -  Orcdynamic(A ) are empty, ffphysical(A) : he(A) = a(A) = [0, 1]. 
In particular, this example shows that in general the inclusions in the above relation are proper. 
Second, even though we have taken as a given that the point spectrum notation ap(A) is fine for 
denoting the eigenvalues A of A, and even though this convention is totally accepted everywhere, 
it has absolutely nothing to do with any concept of 'point' spectrum. All A in the spectrum a(A) 
of any operator A are points in the complex plane. What is really meant here by the use of the 
adjective 'point' is to contrast somehow with the other possibility, let us say, 'continuous' ets 
of spectra. But as the above example shows, the 'point' spectra need not even be discrete, and 
differ conceptually from the 'continuous' pectra only by their cardinality, i.e., one is countable, 
the other not. 
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Third, what is continuous pectra in one modelling of the problem with D(A) in one space X 
may be point spectra when the problem is posed in another space Z. The noneigenfunctions 
e ~x of the momentum operator A = ~d considered in L2(-c~, c¢) become igenfunctious in
LC°( -~,  c~). The continuous pectrum a(A) = at(A) = (-c¢, oo) in the first space becomes 
point spectra ap(A) in the second space. Thus, the aversion to thinking of dense point spectra 
mentioned above is somewhat ironic in view of the examples just mentioned, and in view of the 
riggings to be considered later in this paper, which specifically aim at generating spaces in which 
everything becomes point spectra. 
PRINCIPLE OF SPACES. To know the spectrum of an operator A, beyond knowing its symbolic 
manner of operation, you must also know the space X in which it acts and its precise dense 
domain space D(A) therein. To be sure you have ail of its spectrum and no more, and to know 
its parts, you must know also the dual space X ~ and dual operator A t and D(A ~) there. 
By knowing space X one means also as equipped with chosen topology, which for this article 
will usually just mean a choice of norm, or perhaps a locally convex space seminorm topology, 
for otherwise statements like R(A - AI) dense or A - AI bounded below have no meaning. The 
following sections will reinforce the importance in the above principle of knowing X. To know 
the eigenvalues, one must know the eigenvectors, and to know which of them are admissible and 
whether one has all of them, one needs to know the domain D(A) in which they live. Changing 
spaces or norms, generally speaking, will change spectra. 
3. OPERATOR STATE D IAGRAMS 
Operator state diagrams were originated in [6] in the late 1950s as a way to portray the full 
duality theory of the relations of an operator A to that of its dual A'. As such, once completed, 
they embody a large part of operator theory. Even though most of these diagrams appeared in 
the mathematical literature roughly 20 to 30 years ago, this methodology is not widely known to 
physicists and chemists and its presentation, to bridge this gap, is the first goal of this paper. 
The word 'state' is so overused in physics and mathematics that it should always be defined in 
any context in which it appears. Here the 'state' of A will mean: in which of the following nine 
inverse and range combinations i it found? For simplicity let us assume A is a densely defined 
linear operator from normed linear X to normed linear space Y. Recall that in this situation an 
operator is continuous iff it is bounded. 
Inverse State Possibil ities 
1. A is 1-1 
2. A is 1-1 
3. A is not 
and bounded below. This means that A is invertible and A -1 is continuous. 
but A -1 is not continuous. 
1-1. This means that A = 0 is an eigenvalue of A. 
Range State Possibil it ies 
I. R(A) = Y. Sometimes one says that A is onto, surjective, etc. 
II. R(A) is properly dense in Y. 
III. R(A) is not dense in Y. 
If we order these combined range-inverse tates along a horizontal axis, ordered as 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
II.1, II.2, II.3, III.1, III.2, III.3, we have nine state possibilities. All can occur. Moreover, if we 
consider exactly the same combined range-inverse tates for the dual operator A ~ and plot them 
going upward on a vertical axis, we see that we have formed a 9 x 9 grid of 81 possible A and A ~ 
state combinations. By the state of A we will also mean the combined state of A and A ~, i.e., one 
of the 81 squares in the grid, when we know it. Of these 81 combined uality states, only 16 can 
occur. When X is a Hilbert space only seven can occur. For A selfadjoint only three can occur. 
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A, 
t ,3 
I l ls 4, 5 
]l I ,  3~4 
11ll 3, 4 
lla t, 4 
5 
II~ 4, 5 
II1 4, i i  
I~ 1, 5 
]~ 5,9 
]'I 
I1 
First-State Diagram 
1,3 1,5 t ,3 t ,3 t 3,4 3 
5, 7 4, t0 
3.5 5 3,4 3 1,3 i '3  l 
7 I0 4 
3,7 ~,4,6 3,6 6,8 t,3,4 i, 3 t ,6 
8 8,10 8 6,8 6,8 8 
1,5 i ,2 I,'4' i i, 2 4 2 
7 5 I0 
5,7 2,5 4, i0 2 1,4 i t, 2 
7,8 i2, ii/~,6, V 6,8 2,6 t,4,6 i, 6 1,2,6 
i l  t0, i l  I I 8, i i  8,11 8,1i 8,1i 
i, 4 "1,2 i, iO i, 4 i, 2 4 2,4 
5, 7 4, 5 4 
4,5 '2,4 9,10 4,9 2,4 1,9 1,4 1,2 
7, 9 5, 9 9 9 4, 9 
4,7 2,4 6,8 4,6 2,4 i, 6 i, 4 i,2 
8 t0 8 6, 8 8 6, 8 ~, 6, 
]2 Ia II1 II2 Ila 1II1 IIIs IIIa 
A 
3: X must be reflexive. 5: Y must be complete. 
6, 8, and 10: X must be complete. 7: X and Y must both be complete. 
Figure 1. The first operator state diagram [6]. Here X and Y are normed linear 
spaces and A is a bounded everywhere defined linear operator, i.e., D(A) = X. The 
numbers indicate theorem numbers in [6] which rule out that state. For example the 
(A,A ~) state (I1,I2) is ruled out both by [6, Theorem 5], in which Y is assumed to 
be complete, and by [6, Theorem 9], in which there is no completeness a sumption 
on Y. 
In this section, I will collect all the state diagrams which I know from the period 1957 to 1972. 
Perhaps there are others in the literature, but these will suffice for our purposes here. In the next 
section, we will apply them to the operator A - AI and its dual A r - AI to see the implications 
for spectral theory. 
Figure I shows the first state diagram. This skillful summary [6] of many theorems of functional 
analysis was the idea of the great mathematical expositor A.E. Taylor, who worked it out with 
his students at UCLA and while he was visiting the great functional analyst KSthe at Mainz, 
Germany, in 1955. The most interesting states are those which are never ruled out, i.e., the 
blank squares. Some of the ruled out states are fundamental results of functional analysis. For 
example, the important theorem of [7], which states that (A') -I bounded implies R(A) -- Y for 
all closed operators A between Banach spaces X and Y, is the basis for many existence proofs 
in partial differential equations. Showing A ~ to have a bounded inverse in those applications is 
obtained by establishing the right a priori inequalities in the right norms. In the state diagram 
terminology, the Banach Theorem asserts that the 18 states 
(IIl, I1), (II2, I1), (II3, I1), (II3, I1), (III1, I1), (III2, II), (III3, II), 
(III, IIl), (I12, I11), (I13, IIl), (II11, IIl), (III2, IIl), (III3, IIl), 
(IIl, IIIl), (II2, IIIl), (II3, IIIl), (IIIl, IIIl), (III2, IIIl), (III3, III1), 
cannot occur when X is complete. The Banach Theorem is Theorem 6 of [6], note the occurrence 
of the number 6 in those boxes of the state diagram. 
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Second-State Diagram 
III3 
III2 
III1 
II8 
II~ 
II~ 
./1 ~ 11 
N 
X 
>< 
z,, X>< 
)<)< )<)<)< )< 
y 
X)< 
)<)< 
)4 
I1 ]2 
A 
)< 
,AX)<)<X X 
la II1 II2 II~ 1II1 IlI2 IIls 
x: Cannot occur if X is complete. Y: Cannot occur if Y is complete. X - R: Cannot oci:ur if X is reflexive. 
Figure 2. The second state diagram. The conditions are the same as in the first state 
diagram, but the second iagram is visually simpler (see [6]). 
Figure 2 shows the same state diagram with the theorem numbers replaced by just crossing 
out a prohibited state. This is visually more appealing. One notices immediately that of the 81 
states, only 16 can be achieved. For X and Y reflexive (e.g., /F,  1 < p < oo) spaces, only seven 
states can occur. 
Following the establishment of a state diagram, which may be regarded as an assembly of 
theorems, the other half of the job must be done: showing that the state diagram has been 
minimized. This means constructing an example for each remaining state. This can be quite 
difficult, especially for specialized state diagrams for specific operator classes. Find a paranormal 
operator in state (III2, II2). Actually, this is not too difficult, but the existence or nonexistence 
of some states for particular operator classes can lead to new questions and theorems in operator 
theory. 
Goldberg [8] extended the state diagrams from bounded everywhere defined operators A to 
densely defined unbounded operators A. These are shown in Figure 3 for arbitrary operators A
and in Figure 4 for closed operators A. Note that the state diagrams are the same as in the 
bounded A case, 16 possible states in general, nine when X and Y are complete and A is closed. 
Figure 5 shows the new state diagrams which appear in [9]. The first (part (a)) is the main goal 
of the paper [9] and shows that compact operators A can only achieve nine of the 16 generally 
available states, and even fewer when X and Y are complete or reflexive. Compact operators 
here mean A which map bounded sequences xn to bounded sequences Axn which always possess 
a convergent subsequence. The finite-dimensional case is considered separately in the second 
diagram (part (b)). I t  simply portrays what is sometimes called the signature theorem in linear 
algebra. 
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First-State Diagram 
,,,,X×XX 
,,,, X ~" ~'X 
,,,XXX 
'::, x 
, >(XXX 
• ,': x× 
I1 I2 Is II: 
X)<)~  xLx 
XXX;K 
IXX~X 
XX ,~;4 
11., !Is IiI1 III~ III~ 
Y: Cannot occur if Y is complete. 
Figure 3. The first-state diagram extended to arbitrary, bounded or unbounded, 
densely defined linear operators A in normed linear spaces (see [8]). 
,,,XX 
i X-R-t Y X 
III' X X-c X 
' "X  ~" XX 
": XXXX 
"X)< 
l I, 
T 
Ii 
Second-State Diagram 
)< XX×_X,-~-, 
-, XXX 
XXXX 
XXXXX 
XX XX 
XXXXX 
XX ,,,-~XXNXX 
I1 I~ I3 II1 II~ II~ III1 III~ IIIs 
T t 
Y: Cannot occur if Y is complete. X - c: Cannot occur if X is complete and T is closed. 
X - R - t: Cannot occur if X is reflexive and ~)(T I) is total (in particular if T is closed). 
Figure 4. The second-state diagram for closed operators A in complete spaces 
(see [8]). 
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State Diagram for Compact Linear Operators ([X, Y]c). 
~ Xr 
xr~ Yi 
xl 
I 
~2 
'tit, 
it.,. 
~2 
Iz 
Is 
++++ 
I, Iz I3 If, IIz II~ II11 IIIz 
T 
T 
(a) Key: Y: impossible if Y is complete; Xr: impossible if 
X is reflexive; Yi(X~): impossible if Y(X  I) is inseparable. 
Figure 5. The state diagrams 
~XXXX 
"+++ XXX X 
+,XX X +,XXXX 
'+XX~4X~4 
+XXXX 
+XXX ++' 
+ XXX 
s, + 5 +, 
T' I 
~n3 
Ill, 
13 
I, 
o , .  × WJJ~,  l 
]+ 
DIM Y ~ i 
I, ~ Ill, ITr+ 
T 
(b) Key: The four open squares correspond 
to existing states if and only if the conditions 
within the open squares are fulfilled. 
for compact operators (see [9]). 
XXXX 
X XXX XX×XX 
XXX X 
X 
XX 
X)< 
~X>(XX 
~XX~ 
T 
C: Cannot occur if E is a fully complete space and a Mackey space and F is fully barrelled. 
C': Cannot occur if E is a fully complete space and a Mackey space and F is fully barrelled and statisfies (t). 
Figure 6. The state diagram for A a continuous everywhere defined linear operator, 
X and Y locally convex linear Hausdorff spaces equipped with the weak topologies. 
Notice the occurrence of two new possible states (see [i0]). 
Thorp [9] also considers the larger class of weakly compact operators A and shows that its state 
diagram is the same as the Taylor-Halberg eneral diagram. This follows because the class of 
weakly compact operators differs little from the class of bounded operators for most spaces X 
and Y. 
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Krishnamurthy [10] extended the Taylor-Halberg state diagram to X and Y locally convex 
linear Hausdorff spaces, A a continuous linear operator from X to Y, and X, Y, X ~, y t  all 
equipped with their weak topologies. This is shown in Figure 6. Because strongly continuous 
and weakly continuous are such overlapping properties for linear operators (for X-  and Y-normed 
linear spaces, they are the same class of operators), one would expect little difference in the state 
diagrams except for perhaps new possibilities opened up by the new topologies. Note that indeed, 
beyond the "basic seven" states, there are two new states (I2, II1) and (II1, I2). These are not 
possible when X and Y are Fr~chet spaces, or more generally under the conditions C and C ~ 
stated in Figure 6. The condition (t) stated there concerns equivalence properties of the topology 
of X (E in [10]) and that of its subspaces, and is satisfied whenever X is metrizable. 
~:, ~'~ XXXXXXX 
~, ~, X '  ' X XXX '  
-., ~', ~KXX×XX× X 
.~1 :~' X '  XX  ' XXX~'  
,, ,, XXXXXx ~ × 
.,, '2 XXX .~ s X>4X><' 
-,, ', ~ X 5 XXXX 
h I~'13 .~1.n'2.H3111II~zIH3 
(b) 
/.,H 
XXXXXXX 
X~ ~ X X~X 
XK~K 
X~XX~XX× >~ 
X~ xX XXXX 
~ )<>( XX , ~X,  ~- XXX 
5 zz z3 ~ lzz lb~Iz ' z .~b 
(a) 
MSD 
X~XXXX~XXX 
XX~ iX× XXX 
~,~XXX×XX× 
~XXXX× , × 
X~X'- ' , , ' ,~X XX x 
,, X :XXx~KX× 
,r12r z 13 ~1~z ~3.1~1~z.~r3 
.1ri 
/I 
SSP 
,,,~ Xq '  ~ tX , XXX 
~, X;;" ×? ,o~:d :d  
", XX~× X × 
", X.',,,:X:K XXX× 
.,,, X,,~,,× X~,o :KXX>4 
o X~XXXX 5 × 
,~ X~:><'.',,, 5 . ,XX× x 
' )4XX.x  l I 8 ~ lOlq 10 
,rl J 2 6 ~I ~2 .U3 ~l JU2, ~a 
(c) (d) 
Figure 7. The state diagram extended to continuous linear operators A in general 
locally convex topological vector spaces. Note that the 16 states available for normed 
linear spaces are increased to 23 possible states in these topologies (see [11]). 
A more substantial extension of the state diagram to the case when X and Y are general locally 
convex Hausdorff spaces with more general topologies on X and Y and the more general strong 
topologies on the dual spaces X ~ and y i  is given in Krishnamurthy and Loustaunau [11]. In 
general, 23 possible states exist when A is continuous on X to Y and X I and Y~ are given the 
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strong topologies. This is the most direct generalization of the Taylor-Halberg state diagram for 
X- and Y-normed linear spaces, and is shown as the SSD (Strong State Diagram) in Figure 7 
(part (d) there). As seen from Figure 7, the same diagram, 23 states, obtains also for the case in 
which X' and Y' carry the Mackey topologies (LM, Linear Mackey, part (a) there) and for the 
case in which A need only be densely defined (LS, Linear States, part (b) there), although the 
qualifications on some of the permitted states differ. However, when A is defined on all of X and 
X' and Y' carry the Mackey topologies, the diagram reduces to 14 states (MSD, Mackey State 
Diagram, part (c) there). Examples for the new states are given in [11]. 
Next we have in Figure 8, the basic Taylor-Halberg-Goldberg state diagram as I like to draw it 
(white on white), and to which I will refer in the following. In [12], I specialized it to a number 
of important classes of Hilbert space operators. Let me recall them here. 
T' 
3 
III 2 
i 
3 
II 2 
1 
3 
I 2 
1 
Y 
X-P 
X 
, ,  i 
X -P  
X 
I X'r' I
lJ 
X 
1 2 3 1 2 ~ "~ 2 
I I I  I I I  
Figure 8. The basic Taylor-Halberg-Goldberg state diagram (see [12]). Of inter~t are 
the seven basic states for Hilbert Space operators, and the state diagrams attained 
therein by important classes of Hilbert Space operators. 
First there are the symmetric operator classes 
{s} : T C T*; symmetric. 
{e.s.a.} : T¢{s}, T* = T**; essentially selfadjoint. 
{cl.s.} : T¢{s}, T closed; closed symmetric. 
{m.s.} : T¢{s}, T has no proper symmetric extensions; maximal symmetric. 
{s.a.} : T --- T*; selfadjoint. 
Then, there are the Fredholm operator classes 
{n.s.} : T closed, RiT ) closed; normally solvable. 
{sF.} : T~{n.s.}, either dim NiT ) < oo or codim RiT) < oo; semi-Fredholm. 
{F} : T~{n.s.}, both dim NiT ) < oo and codim R(T) < oo; Fredholm. 
Then there are the normal-like operator classes 
{n} : T*T  = TT*; normal. 
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{q.n.} 
{sub.m} 
{h.n.} 
{co.sub.n.} 
{co.h.n.} 
{s.n.} 
{l.normaloid} 
{normaloid} 
{convexoid} 
{spectraloid} 
: T(T*T) = (T*T)T; quasinormal. 
: T has a normal extension on a larger H-space; subnormal. 
:the commutator [T*,T] = T*T-  TT* >= 0; hyponormal. 
: T*E{sub.n.}; cosubnormal. 
: [T*, T] <__ 0; cohyponormal. 
: either [T*, T] >__ 0 or IT*, T] <__ 0; seminormal. 
:each p(T) = a(T) + ~ {normaloid}; linearly normaloid. 
: numerical radius w(T) = [[T[[. 
: the convex hull of the spectrum CHa(T) = clW(T), 
the closure of the numerical range. 
: spectral radius r(T) = w(T). 
In [12], I ascertained the state diagrams for each of these operator classes. For expository pur- 
poses, it is convenient to list some diagrams which will occur frequently. 
3d. 1111 
4d. IlI1 
7d. 1111 
78. 1111 
51. 1111 
5,,. IlI1 
II2II2, III3III3. 
I3III1, IIIlI3, III3III3. 
I, III1, II2II2, II3III2, HIII3, III2II,, III3III,. 
II1 I1, II2II2, III1 I3, III2II2, III2 III3, III3III3. 
II2II2, IIili3, III2II,, III3III3. 
I3III1, II2II2, II3III2, III3III3. 
The d connotes diagonal, s symmetric {s}, l lower-triangular, and u upper-triangular. Then with 
reference to the basic state diagram in Figure 8, the following state diagrams are attained: 
{s} :%. 
{e.s.a.} : 3d + I i l l l  + III2III3. 
{cl.s.} : {q.n.}, {sub.m}, {h.n.} : 51. 
{m.s.} : 51 - I I i l i3. 
{s.a.}, {n}: 3d. 
{n.s.}, {s.f.}, { f} :  4d. 
{co.sub.n.}, {co.h.n.} : 5u. 
{s.n.}, {l.normaloid}, {normaloid}, {convexoid}, {spectraloid} : 74. 
Examples for all states for all operator classes are given [12]. The state diagram for symmetric 
operators is shown in Figure 9. 
Before closing this section, note that in the Hilbert space situation, or more generally the 
reflexive (e.g., LP(RN), 1 < p < oo) space situation, the seven basic (A, A ~) states determine a
1-1 relationship between the state of A and the state of A'. If you know the state of A', you 
know that for A. This is one of the main tools of functional analysis. 
Finally, to close with a principle, I would like to emphasize that specialization is of equal 
importance with generalization for future research in and uses of state diagrams. I especially 
hope that physicists and chemists working with the non-self-adjoint operator models now coming 
into theoretical physics and theoretical chemistry will employ them. 
PRINCIPLE OF STATES. Changing the spaces, topologies, domains, or operator classes will yield 
either enlarged or reduced possibilities for the duality states permitted between a formally (i.e., 
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T* II 2 
1 
3 
I 2 
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r-.,.,.}l 
1 2 3 1 2 
Z I£ 
!T": l'J 
3 I 2 3 
III 
Figure 9. The state diagram for A a symmetric operator in a Hilbert space. From 
Gustafson [12]. 
no space, topology, boundary conditions, etc., specified) given operator A and its formal ad- 
joint A'. Correct specifications of spaces, topologies, domains, and operator class will from the 
state diagram yield existence, uniqueness, stability, regularity properties of the operator, and 
hence of the physics and chemistry. 
By existence we mean R(A) = Y, by uniqueness we mean A is i-I, by stability we mean A -I 
is continuous, by regularity we mean the (e.g., smoothness) properties of the functions u in the 
domain D(A). 
4. OPERATOR SPECTRAL STATES 
We may now apply the operator state diagrams of the previous section to unambiguously define 
the parts of the spectrum a(A). This is done by considering, instead of A and A', the operators 
A - AI and (A - AI)' = A' - AI for all scalar A and determining which spectral states of the 
state diagram may be occupied. For Hilbert space operators, we know (Figure 8) that there are 
only seven possible states for A - AI, seven for the dual operator (A - AI)', and that these are 
in a 1-1 relationship. Spectral theory is usually extended at least as far as Banach spaces, and if 
for simplicity we consider only densely defined closed operators A, then we know (Figure 8) that 
there are nine possible (A - AI, A' - AI) states, no longer in 1-1 relationship in some instances. 
These nine operator spectral states are shown in Figure 10, taken from [13]. We recall the 
definitions of the parts of the spectrum. 
cp : point spectrum : A - AI not 1 - 1. 
~¢ : continuous pectrum : A - AI is 1-1, R(A - AI) properly dense. 
ar : residual spectrum : A - AI is 1-1, R(A - AI) not dense. 
p : resolvent set : (A - AI) -1 continuous, R(A - AI) = X. 
The new part of the spectrum, the residual spectrum, may be regarded as 'what is left' after the 
point spectrum and continuous pectrum have been taken care of. The same definitions apply to 
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(A - )~I)'. Recall that the states of (A - )~I)' and (A - AI)* are the same, with the only difference 
in application coming from the complex conjugate ~ in (A - AI)* = A* - ~I  if one is working 
with the adjoint rather than the dual operators in a Hilbert space. 
III %1 ~'p 
(X -A)  ~ 11 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
X -A  
Figure 10. Operator spectral states possible for A a densely defined closed operator 
in a Banach space. Recall that for Hilbert space, state (A - AI) I = state (A - AI)* 
so the diagram is the same whether considering dual or conjugate adjoint (see [13]). 
Notice now the convenience of the operator spectral states as portrayed in Figure 10. Immedi- 
ately we take note that p(A) = p(A t) and a(A) = a(A t) and that if one is in the resolvent set, 
(A - AI) -1 must be continuous if it is to exist at all. We see that A is in the residual spectrum 
of A only if it is an eigenvalue of A t. For this reason such A are sometimes called left eigenvalues. 
Thus, A is residual spectra of A if and only if it is an eigenvalue of A t and not eigenvalue of A. In 
a Hilbert space the spectral states of A and A t are diagonally symmetric by changing subscript p
for subscript r. 
So far we have only substituted A - AI for A in the earlier state diagrams and then classified 
the parts of the spectrum in terms of the state diagram methodology. Let us look at some new 
considerations which now arise. 
First, the fact the A was a particular type of operator, let us say for example 'quasinormal' as 
defined in the previous section, does not guarantee that A - AI is always quasinormal. In fact, 
it is not so. Thus, the fact that the quasi-normal operator class had state diagram 51, see the 
previous ection, does not guarantee that for a given quasi-normal operator A, its spectral states 
necessarily fall within 5~. A itself, does, but not necessarily do all the A - AI. Fortunately, the 
quasi-normal operators are a subclass of the subnormal operators, which is a class of operators 
which is invariant under translation, i.e., for which A - AI remains within the class. Because the 
subnormal operators also have state diagram 51, we know that all the A - AI for A quasinormal 
also are in there. A particularly important quasi-normal operator is the right shift, sometimes 
called the unilateral shift. We will consider its spectral states in Section 6. 
Another part of the spectrum sometimes defined is: 
a r  : compression spectrum : R(A - )~I) is not dense. 
This covers all states in range state III, i.e., III1, III2, I I I3 on the right third of the state diagram. 
This is a useful entity chiefly in Hilbert space, for then ap(A I) = at(A)  and ap(A) = at(At).  
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The former holds true in the general normed linear space case (see Figure 8) but the latter 
breaks down due to the additional available states in the top third of the state diagram. The 
subclassification ap, ac, ar  in Hilbert space has the nice property of spectral part mapping: for 
a polynomial p,p(ap(A)) = ap(p(A)), p(ac(A)) = ac(p(A)), p(ar(A)) = ar(p(A)). But all of 
this really just comes down to the fact that ar(A) is another name for the left eigenvalues of A ~, 
ap(A'). 
When we go from the Banach space state diagram of Figure 10 to the more general diagram 
of Figure 8, the state IIa becomes available. This is usually considered a part of the resolvent 
set p(A), which thereby remains an open set due to the continuity of (A -A I )  -1 and the denseness 
of R(A - AI) in both of the resolvent set state cases. Another way to say is that both A states I1 
and II1 fall under the purview of A ~ state Ix, for which A - AI is continuously invertible on the 
whole space. 
What about the state I2 .7 As seen in Figure 10, in going from the Hilbert space seven state 
diagram to the Banach space nine state diagram, we just called the two new states in the upper 
third of the diagram ac and ar states, as they met those definitions. But if we go to the full 
normed linear space 16 state diagram, we see that when X or Y are not complete, the state I2 
may occur (although it does not occur for A r, because X r and Y' are always complete). I do not 
know of any name for this spectral part but probably it should be considered as a part of ac(A), 
for which it meets a condition of a dense (although not properly) range, and with (A - AI) -1 not 
continuous, will not interfere with important property of the resolvent set p(A) being an open 
set, referred to just above. 
A moral for this section follows. 
PRINCIPLE OF SPECTRA. The available spectral states of an operator A are apparent from the 
state diagram of scalar translates A - AI. When A is from an operator class no longer Hermitian 
or Normal, the translates A-  AI may occupy states other than those available to A. 
5. OPERATOR SCATTERING STATES 
In Section 2 we mentioned that the continuous spectrum aphysical(A) should, at least math- 
ematically, be replaced with a limit point spectrum, called the essential spectrum ae(A). A 
principal reason for doing this is the stability of ce(A) under compact perturbations. 
Thus for the stationary, hydrogen atom operator equation 
1 z 
--=AU-- -u  ---- AU, 
r 
it is easily shown that cre(-(1/2)A) = [0, co), and then by a perturbation theorem, since it may 
be shown that the Coulomb perturbation is compact relative to the Laplacian A, it follows that 
a~(- (1/2)A - (z/r)) = [0, c¢) also. See [14] for more generally applieable theorems. Such per- 
turbation theorems for the other continuous spectra are generally not available. As the radiation 
spectrum of hydrogen is known experimentally to be [0, co), the notion of the essential spectrum 
as the 'correct' continuous spectrum for such circumstances gains credence. 
For self-adjoint operators, the essential spectrum is defined to be the purely continuous spec- 
trum acpUre(A) plus all accumulation points of the point spectrum ap(A) plus all eigenvalues of 
infinite multiplicity. From this definition, it follows that A is in ae(A) iff the spectral projection 
E(b - a) has infinite rank for any interval (a, b) with A inside it. This is equivalent to the exis- 
tence for each such A in ae(A) of what is called a singular sequence: a set of vectors xn such that 
[[xn[[ = 1, xn ~ 0, (A - AI)xn -~ O. Thus, A - AI is not bounded below, so that acState(A) is 
included. Hence, in this case ae (A) is the "largest" continuous spectrum that one would consider. 
In most cases, e.g., in instances in which you do not have an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity 
and you do not have a set of eigenvalues densely embedded within some interval, ae(A) will be 
the physically observed energy continuum. 
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On the other hand, as one's models extend beyond A selfadjoint, and perhaps beyond X 
a Hilbert space, one meets a number of candidates for the essential spectrum of an operator. 
These to a nonspecialist can become bewildering. Some years ago I undertook s theory for these 
variations of ae(A) and for the reader's convenience I will summarize it briefly here. For more 
information and some of the more remote notations, the reader should see the cited references 
of [15]. Let T be a densely defined closed operator in a Banach space X. Then, the situation 
among different essential spectra as pursued by various authors in several contexts is given in 
schematic form in Figure 11 from [15]. 
At (T )  
A I (T )  
A'~(T) 
A~(T)  
A2(T) 
A3(T) 
A4(T) 
AS(T) 
A(T) 
aSe(T) = a(T)  - ~r~ g -- a~(T) = ae (Weyl,Browder) 
U 
a4(T) = nl,:cr(T + K)  = nFa(T  + F)  = ae (Schechter) 
U 
a3(T) = aT(T  ) u a~(T) - ere (Wolf) Uae (Gustafson-Weidmann) 
= ae (Schwartz) 
W 
a2(T) = a'~(T) n a~(T) = ae (gato) 
U 
a I(T) = ae (Goldberg) = ac (Akhiezer-Glazman) D -co~rge°m - r~ g 
U 
at(T)  = ac (Stone, Dunford-Schwartz, Sz. Nagy) 
U 
a(Tc) = ac (Hilbert, Pdesz-Sz. Nagy, Kato) 
U 
a(Tac) = a,~¢ (Kato, Halmos) 
(a) 
= {A [ R (T  + A) is not properly dense or T + A is not 1 - 1}. 
= {A [ R(T  + A) is closed} -- {A [ T + A is normally solvable}. 
= A I (T )n  {A ld imN(T+ A) < co}. 
=/X l (T )  n 
= A s (T )  U 
= A s(T) n 
= A3(T) n 
= A4(T) n 
= AS(T) n 
{A [ dim N(T* + ~) < oc}. 
A~(T) - {A I T -t- A is semi-Fredholm}. 
A~(T) -- {A [ T + A is Fredholm}. 
{A I index (T) ___ dim N(T  + A) - dim N(T*  + ~) = 0}. 
{A [ all nearby A are in p(T)}. 
{A [ T + A is 1 - 1} = p(T), the resolvent set for T. 
(b) 
Figure 11. Different essential spectra nd their set theoretic inclusions. See [15], in 
which one may find further details. 
The sets and their ordering in Figure l l a  can be described as complements of the Fredholm 
resolvent sets of Figure l lb  in the complex plane, for T a closed and densely defined linear operator 
in a complex Banach space. Let us note at this point that in [15] I used R), = R),(T) = (T+A)- I ;  
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one can of course change the + to a - throughout, if desired. Also, there I used the symbol A 
for Fredholm resolvent set, whereas others (e.g., the Russians) use the symbol ~I, in connection 
with Fredholm sets or properties. To repeat, each of the cei(T) in Figure 11a is defined to be 
exactly the complement of the corresponding A~(T) in Figure 11b. Thus, cei(T) = Ai(T) c, 
a(T) = A(T) c, ac(T) = AC(T) c, a(Tc) = A(Tc) c, and a(Tac) = A(Tac) c, where C denotes 
complement. Of course Tc = T JHo and Tac = T IH~¢ are defined here only for T selfadjoint and 
according to the usual decompositions H = He ~9 Hp, He = Hac (9 Hsc. We use the notation 
7rgooe°m(T) - Iroo(T) to mean eigenvalues that are isolated points in a(T) and of finite geometric 
multiplicity; similarly ~r~g(T) denotes isolated eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. Weyl 
originally considered the "limit-point" spectrum ae(T), including (isolated or not) eigenvalues of 
infinite multiplicity. 
The corresponding state diagram possibilities for the essential spectra are shown in Figure 12 
from [13]. Some of these essential spectra are preserved under compact perturbations and some 
are not. That is the reason for looking at them in terms of Fredholm theory, e.g., see [14], in 
which both relatively compact and relatively small perturbations are shown to preserve the index 
of an operator. In Figure 12 the notation is the same as that in Figure 11. 
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Figure 12. Essential spectrum states for A a closed operator in a Banach space. See 
text fur meanings of notations (see [13]). 
For selfadjoint A, one has a,2(A) = ceS(A) and interest focuses on a finer understanding of 
this "physical" continuous spectrum. Here of course, there is a huge amount of literature, much 
of functional analysis and modern mathematical physics. Roughly speaking, there are three 
approaches to its study, through 
spectral family, E:~(A), 
resolvent behavior, R=(A), 
group evolution, Ut(A). 
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One could describe the point of view up to this section as that of the spectral family, i.e., the states 
of A - AI for A real. In this section we moved, via the Fredholm theory, into the second approach, 
defining essential spectra states in terms of Fredholm resolvent sets. For self-adjoint A one also 
utilizes the boundary values of the resolvent operator Rz(A) = (A - zI) -1 as z approaches the 
real continuum spectrum from either the upper or lower complex plane. As is well known, this 
is an essential method when dealing with the S or T shell operators related to the scattering 
matrix. Through the Fourier transform and the functional calculus all of these considerations 
then become interrelated with the third approach, that of a study of the time evolution properties 
of Ut(A) = e iA t .  The first two approaches are stationary theory, i.e., no time dependence, in
which the energy spectrum a(A) as a subset of the real line is the dominant entity. The third 
approach is a nonstationary theory, in which one thinks in terms of "spatially outgoing states" or 
"scattering states," vectors ¢ in the Hilbert space L2(R N) which as initial values for the evolution 
Ut (A) have certain behaviors resembling what one expects in physical scattering experiments. 
I have no intention of doing here any more than reminding the reader of some of the conclusions 
of this theory so that I may refer to it a few times in the ensuing pages. As the reminder, I simply 
reproduce in Figure 13 some of the scattering subspaces employed in mathematical scattering 
theory. Figure 13a is taken from [15] and shows how the decay properties of the evolution group 
correlations or Fr projections onto bounded regions or resolvent boundary values or spectral 
derivative properties nest. Figure 13b from [16] overlaps Figure 13a to some extent and shows 
the "largest scattering" subspace E(ae(A)) is gradually reduced in terms of "better and better" 
behavior of either (EA¢, ¢) or boundary values of Im(Rz¢, ¢). 
I would like to add here short discussions of some topics intimately related to a precise under- 
standing of essential spectrum states. 
First, there is a feeling that no singular continuous pectra comes into atomic physics. For 
Coulomb potentials, this was shown byBalslev and Combes [17]. Thus, for these operators 
Hat(A) is the correct scattering subspace. For an arbitrary self-adjoint operator A, we sharpened 
the Hat(A) characterizations of Figure 13 to Gustafson and Johnson [18] 
Hac = {¢[ [[Rz¢[[ = o(y-t/2)} 
= {¢ [ Im(Rz¢, ¢) converges in L~oc}. 
Later [19], we looked at the resolvent operator R~ = ( -A -  (A + i0)) -I, A > 0, as a right inverse 
of the Helmholtz operator -A  - AI on the weighted L 1 space LI'-I(R3), and showed it to be a 
bounded operator into LI,s(R 3) for all s < -3. The operator ImR~ maps the space LI,-I(R 3) 
into the null space of -A  - AI, i.e., into its eigenspaces on the continuous spectrum. The space 
LI'-I(R 3) is seen to be an extension of the L 2,8 spaces used by Agmon, Hormander, and others 
in the study of this operator. 
Thus, a rigorous study of these operators takes you out of the L 2 square integrable mindset. 
Second, there are three general principles related to EA(A), Ut(A), and Rz(A), called the Som- 
merfeld Radiation Condition, Limiting Amplitude Principle, and Limiting Absorption Principle. 
Each of these tries to "solve" the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation 
( -A  - AI)u = $, A > o, 
by imposing an additional condition to "rule out the nonphysical solution." I will return again 
to this point in Section 8. 
The Sommerfeld Radiation Condition imposes a boundary condition at spatial oc, e.g., require 
that ~r - iv/'Au ffi O(r- l )  there. This stipulates that there are no sources at eo, and hence u is 
the "outgoing solution". Operator theoretically, such an additional boundary condition must be 
specified in the domain ~)(A), and hence is already, perhaps in a hidden way, within the spectral 
family EA(A). 
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(b) 
Figure 13. Scattering states related to behaviors of Ut(A), E),(A), Rz(A) (see 
[13,15]). 
The Principle of Limiting Amplitude specifies that eventually the solution of the inhomogeneous 
Helmholtz equation will settle into a dominant mode oscillating at the single frequency V~. Under 
appropriate conditions this means an exponential decay for Ut (A), as in acoustic scattering theory. 
The Principle of Limiting Absorption is more general and often includes the other two prin- 
ciples. It is stated in terms of resolvent boundary values and is concerned with establishing 
conditions under which solutions ux+~ to an e-perturbed problem 
(L  - ()~ + ie))u~+~e = f ,  
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converge to the solution ux of (L - A)u = f,  or what is the same thing, when as e ~ 0 +, 
R~+iEI -'~ RAf. 
This is, of course, of interest for questions for the Lippman-Schwinger equation 
p+ = p - G°(A + iO)Vp +, 
regarded as the limit of the resolvent equation 
Rz  = R°vR,. 
Some such limiting-absorption principles have been established with Rz ---* RA in the Banach sense 
B[L~, L2_s] of weighted L 2 spaces. The i~-rule used by the Brussels school for the treatment of 
diverging perturbation series is a termwise application of a limiting-absorption principle. 
There is an interesting general limiting-absorption principle [20,21] available for an arbitrary 
self-adjoint operator L and A in its continuous spectrum at(L). Then uA+~t ~ u for all f in 
R(L  - AI). More precisely, ux+~ = Rx+ief converges weakly in the Hilbert space iff f is in the 
(dense) range R(L  - AI), and then ux+~t converges strongly to the solution ux of (L - AI)u = f. 
This is the "natural" limiting-absorption principle for any self-adjoint operator L in that it all 
takes place in the Hilbert space in which L is set. On the other hand, it does not distinguish upper 
half plane from lower half plane: it is the two-sided "reversible" limiting-absorption principle. 
One of the themes that I am now moving toward in the latter part of this paper is that 'the 
direction of time" always comes down to a choice in this kind of otherwise beautiful two-sided 
symmetry. The Sommerfeld condition makes such a choice, the limiting amplitude makes such a 
choice, and if a limiting-absorption principle is ansatzed in such a way as to be satisfied only in 
upper or lower half plane but not both, it has (implicitly at least) made such a choice. 
See [21] for more details and references for these three Ex(A), Ut(A), Rz(A) principles con- 
cerning continuous spectrum states. 
See [22] for many related results in mathematical scattering theory. Let me return to the 
considerations at the beginning of this section to state a summarizing principle. 
PRINCIPLE OF SCATTERING. Physical considerations, Fourier analysis, plane waves, spectral 
derivatives, all take you out the strictly L2 picture of quantum mechanics. Often these specifica- 
tions involve either explicitly or implicitly a choice of direction of time. 
The first part of this principle is a reinforcement of the Principle of Spaces of Section 2, the 
Principle of States of Section 3, and the Principle of Spectra in Section 4, and gives rise to caution 
in attributing too much to any motif which casts quantum mechanics totally in L 2. The second 
part of the principle will be further elucidated in the remaining sections of this paper. 
6. SH IFT  SPECTRAL  STATES 
Recently Antoniou, Prigogine, Tasaki, and Suchanecki [23-25] have treated the evolution oper- 
ators of mixing dynamical systems in terms of generalized spectral decompositions of the Liouville 
operator associated with the system. This is an especially interesting approach whereby the dy- 
namics of the system in a phase space may be understood in terms of the operator L operating 
on probability functions over the phase space, the latter functions often called the state space. 
Moreover, such analysis reveals fractal eigenvectors and classes of ergodic invariant measures for 
fractal attractors and repellers within the phase space, see also [26]. Although this is the approach 
going back to Koopman and von Neumann [27] who considered the L self-adjoint theory, the new 
systems (e.g., Rdnyi maps, bakers transformations, Friedrichs models) give rise to operators L 
which need not be selfadjoint. 
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The approach of [23-25], see also the earlier references therein, may be described overbriefiy 
as follows. The (not explicitly known) operator L is decomposed through projectors H~ which 
need not be selfadjoint. Following the subdynamics approach of Prigogine, George, Henin, and 
Rosenfeld [28] the H~ are to be analytic in a coupling parameter ,k, and converging H~ --* P~ 
as )~ ~ 0, where P~ is a self-adjoint projector of a preperturbed Hamiltonian. These allow the 
introduction of creation and destruction operators C~ and Dv defined by 
( I  - Pt,)~rt, = Ct, Pt, Trt,. 
By use of these creation and destruction operators and an iterative algorithm, a generalized 
spectral decomposition of L (in terms of Hv rather than P~) is obtained which need not be 
diagonal even when L is diagonalizable under the usual spectral theorem. See [24,25] for more 
details. In the Brussels school [23-25] approach to irreversibility the creation operator C~ is 
conjugate to the destruction operator D,  in the sense of time reversal. This choice, in the sense 
described in the previous ection, sets a direction of time. 
The Frobenius-Perron operators of unstable dynamical systems uch as exact systems can be 
expressed as unilateral (right) operator shifts on ~2 
u+ (z l , z2 ,z3 , . . .  ) = (o ,= l ,z2 ,z3 , . . .  ), 
with adjoint the left shift 
V(x l ,  z2 ,  z3 , . . .  ) = =3,  z4 ,  • • • )- 
In the mixing spectral representation theory of [24,25], these shifts show up in the off-diagonal 
parts of the Jordan form representations of a Frobenius-Perron operator U which is the state 
space (L 1 probability functions) representation f the underlying (trajectories) phase space dy- 
namics. Its adjoints U + are the Koopman operators on the state space (L °° probability functions) 
induced by the underlying dynamical measure preserving transformation S on the phase space 
£~, according to 
V+ p(x) = p(Sx). 
The phase space 12 is assumed to be compact so that one can move rather freely in L °° C L 2 C L 1, 
and in particular, so that one may use the Hilbert space theory of shift operators. 
If we study time dependent processes U+p(x)  = p(Stx ) ,  then we have of course a natural 
sense of time direction, to which we have tacitly preagreed. However, as described above the 
U + versus U choice also has established a time as an entropy increase direction. This choice 
is manifested also in the underlying dynamical transformation S, as contrasted to S -1 which 
is often multivalued. The forward (adjoint choice U +) state time corresponds to a choice that 
the underlying transformation be single valued rather than (possibly) multivalued. The reverse 
direction S-  i and the operator U correspond to a more deterministic statement induced pointwise 
by S in an L °0 state space. 
Let us consider for illustration one particular dynamical system, the Rdnyi map S on the 
interval [0, 1) given by multiplication by fl mod 1, where/3 is an integer > 2. Thus 
s :  [0,1) [0,1), 
according to x ---* Sx  =/3x(mod 1). The progression of iterates of the Rfnyi map is measure 
preserving, ergodic, exact, of positive Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, hence forms a highly unstable 
dynamical system which exhibits "chaos" in a relatively simple way. It induces a Koopman 
operator U + on L2[0, 1], with adjoint the Frobenius-Perron perator U given by 
8-1 
1 
Up(x) = iS_-f(y)lp(y) = p 
wS(~)== = 
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This operator is a partial isometry on L 2 [0, 1). Choosing a convenient biorthogonal basis Cn = x n, 
7#,~ = ( -1 )n6 '~(x) /n l ,  the operator U is represented as an upper triangular matrix with diagonal 
part U0 and off-diagonal part U1. From this, by use of suitable annihilation and creation operators 
Dn and Cn, one obtains a spectral decomposition of U in terms of Bernoulli polynomials Bn(x)  
j~0 
1 oo p(n_ l ) (1  ) _ p(n_l)(O)B , , 
Up(x) = p(8) ds + .tx . 
Because the Rdnyi system is an exact dynamical system, the Koopman operator U + is a unilateral 
(right) shift of infinite multiplicity. The unilateral shift is irreducible, and in particular, it has 
no eigenvectors in the Hilbert space. Accordingly, in [24,25] a rigged Hilbert space theory is 
developed for these Frobenius-Perron and Koopman operators of the PMnyi system. We will 
return to this example in the next section in our discussion of rigged spectral states. However, 
in this section let us just look at the spectral states of shifts, and stay within the Hilbert space 
theory. 
There, we know that the spectrum of U + is the closed unit disk, ac(U +) is the circumference, 
ap(U +) is empty, and ar (U  +) is the interior of the disk. Thus, for [A[ > 1 we have U + - AI 
in state I1, for [A[ = 1, U + - AI is in state II2, and among the five states 5t available to these 
translates of U +, the eigenvalue state II3 is never occupied by U + - AI. 
Remember now the discussion in Section 4: although U+ is quasinormal, its translates need not 
be quasinormal. Let us prove that here. An operator A is quasinormal means that A commutes 
with A*A.  To examine whether this is a translation invariant property, we compute 
(A  - A I ) (A  - A I ) * (A  - A I )  = AA*A - AA 2 - AAA* + IAI2A - AA*A 
+ IA]2A + A2A * - A]AI2I, and 
(A  - M)* (A  - M) (A  - A I )  = A*AA - AA ~ - AA*A + IA]2A - AA*A 
+ IA]2A + A2A * _ A]AI2I, 
from which we see that A - AI is quasinormal iff A was normal. 
But the spectral states available to U + are still the diagram 5t because U + has a normal 
extension in a larger Hilbert space. The minimal normal extension of the unilateral shift is the 
bilateral shift 
V(...,x_2,x_1,XO,Xl,X2,...) = (...,x_3,x_2,X_l,xO,Xl,...). 
This subnormal property of U + is obviously translation invariant. So the fact that U + is sub- 
normal carries over to its translates U + - AI, and its spectral states are in 5t. As we know its 
residual spectrum ar(U +) is the whole interior of the unit disk, the question naturally arises as 
to whether these spectral states fall within state Ill1 or Ill2. As both of these states are left 
eigenvector states for the dual operator U, that fact does not help. Let llxll -- 1 and IAI < 1, then 
II(U + - AI)x l l  _> I1 - IAI] by the inverse triangle inequality and the isometricness of U +. Thus, 
(U + - AI) -1 is continuous and the residual spectrum ar (U  +) is all in state III1. Therefore U + 
fills only two spectral states, II2 and III1. By the duality of the spectral state diagram Figure 10, 
the Koopman operator U fills only the spectral states Is and II2. The normal dilation V of U + 
fills only the spectral state II2. 
As mentioned above, the approach of [24,25] for the spectral decomposition of the Koopman 
operator U + of the Rdnyi dynamical system, given that U + was irreducible, was to turn to a 
rigged Hilbert space setting to seek an eigenfunction expansion. This will be discussed in the next 
section. However, from the above spectral state analysis, we see that another natural approach, a
Hilbert space approach, would be to use the minimal normal extension V of U + and its spectral 
representation in terms of the spectral theorem for normal operators. This amounts to going to L 2 
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of the unit circle with basis Cn = z n, n = 0, +1, +2, . . . ,  on which V becomes multiplication by z. 
Then U + as the subnormal restriction of V to the subspace 7-/2 C L 2, where ~/2 is defined as the 
span of the basis Ca = z n for n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  is still multiplication by z. Stated another way: one 
does indeed have a Hilbert space spectral representation f U +. It happens to be a continuous 
spectrum representation rather than a point spectrum representation. This is because U+ has no 
point spectral states but many residual and continuous spectral states, and these may be taken by 
projection from its normal dilation V. From this viewpoint, one could then put a triple structure 
on this normal operator V, to achieve an eigenfunction expansion for it, and hence for U + by 
projection. This approach, which could be called Dilated Hilbert Spaces, would then provide a 
direct generalized spectral decomposition anytime the operators of interest, like the shifts, are 
subnormal. Moreover, although less directly, we may dilate any bounded operator on a Hilbert 
space to a larger normal operator. 
There is one further point to be made here, still within the Hilbert space context. It turns out 
that the rigged Hilbert space approach of the next section will involve the extension of U + by U 
by duality. But U already has lots of eigenvectors: all of those corresponding to the disk interior 
I)q < 1. These are all already Hilbert space eigenvectors of U, left eigenvectors of U +, given by 
u~ = (1, A, A2,... ) in the Hilbert space. So, from the Hilbert space viewpoint, one really needs 
only a rigged structure to get improper eigenfunctions for the boundary of the spectrum, i.e., for 
I)~1 = 1, the continuous pectrum for both U + and U. Both the proper (left) eigenvectors of U + 
that come from the residual spectrum ar(U +) -- {IAI < 1} via U and the to-be-found-by-rigging 
improper eigenfunctionals that should come from the continuous pectrum ac(U +) = {IAI = 1} 
via U are uncountable in number because the A index them so. 
To conclude this section, we may formulate the following principle. 
PRINCIPLE OF DIRECTIONS. The act of introduction of creation versus destruction operators, 
right shifting versus left shifting, right eigenvectors versus left eigenvectors, breaks ymmetry and 
sets direction. It would seem that a careful attention to inherent implicitly set time directions 
(e.g., S versus S -1, U + versus U, t versus - t )  is in order when preparing models such as these, 
so that everything oes consistently in the same directions. 
7. R IGGED SPECTRAL STATES 
The use of triples 
(I) C H C (I)1, 
to construct generalized eigenvectors for A in a continuous pectrum goes back to Leray [29], 
Lax [30], Gelfand [31] and was put into a complete theory in the well-known book by Gelfand 
and Vilenkin [32]. This approach to obtaining an eigenfunction expansion on the continuous 
spectrum is called Rigged Hilbert Spaces or Gelfand Triples, and is so well known that we assume 
the reader has seen it. 
The Gelfand-Vilenkin treatment [32] assumes that • is a nuclear space. Infinite-dimensional 
nuclear spaces are not normable but include a number of useful spaces, the most important being 
the test function space D = C~(R n) in the inductive limit sup derivative seminorm topology, 
and its strong dual D ~, the space of generalized functions, or distributions. Thus, immediately we 
see that generalized eigenvectors when we seek them are really better regarded as (continuous) 
linear functionals. 
To include within the triples theory, for possible applications in which a nuclear space assump- 
tion for (I) is perhaps not appropriate, Sikonia [33] and I developed a theory in which a generalized 
eigenfunction expansion for an arbitrary normal operator is obtained for a wide class of dense test 
spaces (I), not necessarily nuclear as in the Gelfand treatment, and not necessarily Banach spaces 
as in [34]. Further, in [33] the generalized eigenfunctionals expansion is decomposed into three 
parts corresponding, in a certain sense, to point, absolutely continuous, and singularly continuous 
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spectra. This construction is easily extended to unbounded self-adjoint operators, and could in 
principle be extended to unbounded normal operators. Because so much is known about the 
nuclear Rigged Triplet Theory, and this work [33] is not, I would like to present he construction 
here. 
Let A be a bounded normal operator on a complex not necessarily separable Hilbert space H. 
Let U be the spectral representation f H onto ~aL2(u~) relative to A, let A = UAU*, A~ = 
(UAU*)a. Let ~ be those functions f = ]E,).f,~ E ~aL2(u,~) such that f~ ~ 0 for only finitely 
many indices a and such that fa has a representative ]a which is continuous. The subspace ~ is 
a dense subspace of Ec~L2(ua). 
Next we want to place a new topology 3 on (~ to create a locally convex linear topological 
vector space ((~, 3). Let A be a finite set of indices a, let T~A = {f E ~ : ]a ~ 0 only for ~ e A}, 
define a family of seminorms on DA by 
Then :DA is a locally-convex linear topological space, and if A E A', the topology of :Da is identical 
with the relative topology of :Da as a subset of T~a,. The strict inductive limit of all 7)a, where 
A ranges over all finite sets of indices, is a locally-convex linear topological space (~, 3), the 3 
denoting this inductive limit topology. 
This construction the reader might note is like that under which the Schwartz test function 
space 2) is constructed, the difference being that here we have already used the spectral repre- 
sentation of A to arrange seminorm sups only over X in the spectral part a(),a). It can be shown 
that f ,  ~ f in (~, 3) means that the sequence (],)a(~) converges uniformly to ]a()~) on a(fia) 
for each a in a finite set of indices A. There are no nuclearity assumptions on (~, which is arrived 
at naturally from A. 
We now define a test space (I) be setting (I) = U*(~. A topology r on ¢ is defined by specifying 
its open sets to be the images under U* of open sets in ~. The restriction of U to (I) is a linear 
homeomorphism from (¢, r) onto (~), 3) and it follows that convergence x , --* x in ((I), v) means 
Ux, ~ Ux in (~, 3). 
The generalized eigenfunction expansion is now obtained by transferring knowledge of (~, 3) 
to ((I),r). For two vectors x,y in ~, let :~a = (Ux)a, fla = (Uy)a, let ^  denote a continuous 
representative of the class in question. Then the Hilbert space inner product becomes 
where (], F) = F(]) denotes a continuous linear functional F E ¢'  acting on ], and in particular 
(], 5~) = ](,k) is the Dirac delta point evaluator functional. 
We now have a triple 
~ C H C (I)', 
i l  i2 
where the embeddings are understood to be linear and antilinear injections, respectively: 
(x, y) = (x, i2y), for all x in ~), 
where i2y is the implementing linear functional in ¢'. Let linear functionals X(a) in ~' corre- 
sponding to the Dirac delta functional ~f~ in ~' be defined by 
(x,x (a)) = (xa,6~), for all x in ~. 
Then for any y in ¢ one has an integral representation f i2y 
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to be understood in the weak sense: 
(A) 
This is the "triples" eigenfunctional expansion we were seeking. 
To clarify this (all integrals to be understood in the above weak sense), the following points 
may be checked: 
• (I) C H is invariant under A; 
• The dual A' on (I) I of A is an extension of A*; 
• A'(i2y) = ~a fa(A)AX(a)(Y,X(~)> d#~ diagonally represents A' on i2~, for all x,y in (I); 
• (x, i2y) = ~ fa(A)(x, X(~ )) (y, X(~ )) d#~ is Parseval's identity. 
It would be interesting to apply this very general generalized eigenvector t iple to specific in- 
stances. It has the advantage of really constructing the eigenfunctionals according to the intrinsic 
spectral properties of A itself. It was never published beyond [33], and I do not know if others 
have found the same general formulation since then. 
Leaving now the general theory of Rigged Hilbert Spaces, let me return to operator spectral 
states and what happens to them under rigging. The main idea is the following. 
PRINCIPLE OF RIGGING. In the method of restricting the operator A in order to enlarge the 
operator A', one is enlarging the potential eigenfunctions ofA' at the possible expense of those 
of A. In state diagram terms, the inverse state of A is moving to the left while that of A' is 
moving to the right. The triples maneuver cares less about the range state movements, except 
to impose a topology of completeness. The change of topology, from a Hilbert space topology to 
a stronger topological vector space topology, may also open up additional eigenfunction states 
for A ~, since the duality state diagrams in topological vector space topologies are generally larger 
than those for the Hilbert space. 
This principle espouses a whole new theory, an abstract theory combining simultaneous rigging 
with state diagram modulation, with overriding oal the optimal physical rigging as guided by 
the state diagram variation. Perhaps it could even take into account he very general triple 
construction given above. Such a theory would be extensive and will have to be worked out 
elsewhere. To begin such a theory, I would like to consider three applications here. 
First, let us consider the classic rigging 
D C S C L2(-oc,  oo) C $+ C D +, 
for the momentum operator A - id which is selfadjoint in X = L 2. As just a symbolic -  - -~XX '  
derivative operation, its "eigenfunctions" are the plane waves e ~x but because these are naturally 
important in classical scattering, we deem them to be important physically also in quantum 
scattering. In the above, D is the C~ test function space, S is the Schwartz space of C °o rapidly 
decreasing functions, S+ is its dual, the space of tempered istributions, and D + is the dual of D, 
the space of distributions. If we want nondecaying waves, we are happy with the plane waves 
in S + as the generalized eigenfunctions. If we want decaying waves e ~(~+~)x, we should go to 
the larger dual. This is well known, e.g., [35] on Rigged Hilbert Spaces for quantum mechanics. 
How does this appear in the state diagram picture? First, the original operator A in X -- L 2 
will have spectral states A - AI in state II2 for all real A, in resolvent state I1 for all nonreal A, 
and never will be in eigenvalue state III3. Those exhaust all possibilities. By jumping to the 
distribution space triples above, the state diagram enlargement is massive: from 3 possible states 
to the 23 possible states of Figure 7. No wonder that we now may find A - AI in an eigenvalue or 
eigenfunctional state! Because the exact topological vector space properties of D, S, S +, D + are 
so well known by now, I leave it as an exercise (albeit an interesting one) to work out the exact 
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enlarged states occupied by A - AI in these distributional triples. It would be interesting to use 
this example to consider other well-known distributional triples to see what fine tuning between 
rigging and state enlargement is possible under the above principle of rigging. 
As a second application of such a rigging principle, let us consider the triple 
D C L2(R +) c (D) X, 
used in [35] for treatment ofresonances and virtual states of Hamiltonians H = H0 + V, V spher- 
ically symmetric, under the assumption that only zero angular momentum states are to be con- 
sidered. Two choices of D are treated, the first in which D+ = H~_, the square integrable Hardy 
functions on the upper half plane, and the second in which D_ = H2_, the square integrable Hardy 
functions on the lower half plane. Under the usual Hardy space identifications with L2(R +) and 
L2(R -), respectively, and by use of the Paley-Wiener and Hilbert Transform theory, and assum- 
ing asymptotic completeness Hac(H) = fl ± (Ho) where ~± are the scattering wave operators, one 
may identify the absolute continuous spectral subspace Hac(H) with L2(R+), thus arriving at a 
triple 
@ C Hat(H) C @x, 
for both @+ = fl+U-1D_ and @- = f~-U-1D+. Here U is a unitary spectral representation f 
the Hamiltonian H0 
U: Ho ---* L2(R+,d#()~)), 
as a multiplication operator in the usual way. The Gelfand-Maurin Nuclear Spectral Theorem is 
then applied to assert he existence of sets of generalized eigenvectors. 
In view of what we have said above, there is implicit in this construction [35] the use of the 
topology induced by the C~°(R +) inductive limit space T) of test functions, and its dual Z)' the 
Schwartz space of distributions. Otherwise the Gelfand-Manrin Theorem, restricted as it is to 
nuclear @, would not apply. 
At this point, one might wonder, are these @ just all of L2(R +) after identification? But 
remember, the Moiler wave operators entered above. So one is taking H = L2(R +) which is 
identically equal to the absolutely continuous subspace of the bare Hamiltonian H0, which is 
absolutely continuous, and by the Moller wave operators, mapping this to a subspace @. Since 
generally the Moller Wave operators map not onto all of the Hilbert Spaces but rather onto Hac 
of the perturbed Hamiltonian, generally @ will be a proper subspace. This situation is made 
clear by the diagram [35, p. 69]. Thus, roughly, we may say that the triples construction of [35] 
takes @ to be the range of a Moiler Wave operator for H ~ H + V and applies the conventional 
(nuclear spaces) theory of distributions to guarantee an eigenfunctional expansion from 2:)'. 
Can we interpret his in terms of the principle of rigging above, specifically, in terms of a 
state diagram movement or enlargement? It would seem (i.e., in view of the identifications) 
that the Hardy space considerations are secondary in this regard, and the new eigenfunctionals 
come about in the conventional way, from the T) = C~°(R +) cut-down of the domain of H and 
the corresponding ~)' enlargement, This indeed is the reason Schwartz developed his theory of 
distributions: to give meaning to the delta function as a continuous linear functional. Thus, the 
existence of eigenfunctionals forA ' in Z)' is due to the change of topology and the corresponding 
state diagram enlargement due to topology as seen in Figure 7. As above, I leave it as an 
interesting exercise to work out here the exact states of the left eigenfunctionals. Generally we can 
assert hat the usual Gelfand Triple theory with nuclear space @ generates the eigenfunctionals in 
this way, and that state diagram modulation explains their existence and can guide their further 
fine-tuning. 
Let me turn to a third application, somewhat interesting because instead of the usual Rigged 
Hilbert Space situation in which A is selfadjoint, here A will be the nonnormal shift operator U + 
generated from the Rdnyi dynamical system discussed in the previous ection. One should be 
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careful to delineate three identifications of these operators U + and U, in t2 as I have been 
treating the shift operators, in L2(0, 1) as they are treated in [24] as induced from the l~nyi 
dynamical system, and in L 2 of the complex unit circle when they are in spectral representation 
as multiplication by z or z* (modulo the first component, by subtracting off (p, 1) in order that 
the annihilation operator U maps H 2 into itself). However, for understanding basic spectral 
features, I will shift back and forth as is convenient, as is commonly done in these models. Recall 
from the discussions of Sections 4 and 6, that U + is a subnormal operator in state III1 whose 
spectrum is the closed unit disk IAI _< 1. Moreover we saw that its spectral states were just II~ 
(continuous spectrum, [A] = 1) and III1 (residual spectrum, [A[ < 1). Recall that 
= p(s=) ,  
as induced by the underlying measure preserving dynamical mapping S is the Koopman operator 
of that system. Its Hilbert space adjoint is Frobenius-Perron perator U given by 
Up(x) - ~ is_TCe)lPCY) = -~ p 
ws(y)== 
defined in terms of iterates of the (nonunique) inverse dynamic mapping, and it was for this 
rather unwieldy object that the authors [24] sought a better "spectral" representation, arriving 
at 
fo Up(x) = p(s) ds + Z P(n-1)(1) -- P(n-1)(O) Bn(x). n=l n!~" 
At this point, rather than going into the specific rigging structures • constructed in [24,25], I
would like just to raise a few points for consideration. 
First, what does one mean when looking for a triple structure for something like the shift 
operator, whose spectrum is the whole disk IXI _< 1 in the complex plane? In [24] the extension 
of U + to some triple upper space ¢+ is found by operator duality, i.e., from (U+f I ¢) = <f I U¢) 
for all ¢ in ~. This is extension of U + the right shift via its dual U, the left shift. But we already 
know as observed in the preceding section that U has many eigenfunctions already in the Hilbert 
space, all those corresponding to the eigenvalues IA] < 1 throughout the disk interior. Surely these 
should be given priority, as they are proper eigenfunetious, and will be in any ~+. Then one 
has reduced the eigenfunctional expansion problem to just the remaining continuous pectrum 
la l  = a. 
Second, in the representation f U + as multiplication by z in the subspace 7~ 2 of L 2 of the unit 
circle, we can write U as the adjoint of U + as multiplication by ~ after subtracting off the inner 
product (p, 1) to keep H 2 mapping into H 9. The term (p, 1> is evident in the formula above. 
This gives us a continuous but indecomposable spectral representation f U. Multiplication by z 
(or ~,) can be expressed in terms of the H 2 basis Cn = z n, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  If we remember the 
generating function expression for the Bernoulli polynomials 
we zw = (e w - 1) ~ Bn(z)wn 
n! 
we find 
1 1 s 3 2 1 So(Z ) : 1, S l (Z )  ---- z - - S2(z )  --~ z 2 - z -{- 1 ,  S3(z  ) -~- ~z  - z '  ~z  + z , . . . ,  
and thus the spectral decomposition above in terms of Bernoulli polynomials may be viewed as 
a rearrangement of the Cn(Z) natural basis spectral representation for the Hilbert space H 2. 
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Third, in [24,25] some "tighter" riggings are considered, namely 
P c C~ c C c A c C "," c H c (C"")  ' c A' c C' c (C~)' c P'. 
Some of these • subspaces are nuclear, some are only Banach. It would be interesting to work out 
the precise eigenfunctionals in the (I)' spaces and to see in which state diagram left eigenfunction 
spectral states they live. This could help clarify the shrinking spectral radii of U found as the 
rigging is tightened. 
Fourth, let me close this section with one additional interpretation f riggings for this Frobenius- 
Perron operator U of the Rdnyi dynamical system. From the general theory [36] of such operators, 
we should think of the Frobenius-Perron perator in L 1 (gt) and the Koopman operator in L~(f l) .  
Thus, we have the most natural triple situation, actually, a quartet 
L°°(f~) C L2(f~) C Ll(f~) C (L°°(12)) ', 
with U + acting in L °° and U acting in L 1. The operator U + has no eigenvectors and the 
operator U has lots of eigenvectors. U + in L ~ is a creation operator much closer to the dynamical 
trajectory map S, U in L 1 is an annihilation operator capable only of acting in probabilities sense. 
Although this triple is a very loose one, it is the most natural physically, it represents he canonical 
coherent states viewpoint [37], and precise eigenexpansionfunctionals i  L 1 or (L~)  ' and their 
state diagrams hould be worked out, as the last interesting exercise. 
8. REGULAR SPECTRAL  STATES 
When one solves a homogeneous second-order linear ordinary differential equation with eigen- 
value parameter A, the general theory tells you to expect wo linearly independent fundamental 
solutions. These solutions are often so important as to acquire a name and their ensemble con- 
stitutes the field of study often called special functions of mathematical physics. From them, by 
the method of variation of constants, one can also generally solve the full nonhomogeneous prob- 
lem whenever it arises. From them, by the Sturm-Liouville Theory, one obtains eigenfunction 
expansions. 
In such Sturm-Liouville Theory, because of a desire for a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunc- 
tions, the theory then sets itself into the L 2 (a, b, r) space natural to the equation (pu')'+ qu = Aru 
on a < x < b. In the regular case, given self-adjoint boundary conditions, one is guaranteed such 
a complete set of eigenfunctions. The age-old simple example is Rayleigh's problem -u"  = Au on 
0 < x < Ir with u(0) = u(~r) = 0. The complete set is Cn(x) = sinnx, n = 1,2,3, . . . .  Notice that 
the second fundamental solutions Cn(x) = cos nx, n = 0, 1,2, . . . ,  have been eliminated by the 
choice of Dirichlet rather than Neumann self-adjoint boundary condition. Thinking, as Rayleigh 
did, of a vibrating string making sound, we imposed a physical requirement ( hat the ends be 
tied down) to throwout (as 'nonphysical') the second solutions. 
In the singular case in the Sturm-Liouville Theory, typically one of these fundamental solutions 
(let us call it the second one) is less regular than the other. A classical example is the ordinary 
differential equation r2R"(r) + rR'(r) = AR(r), on 0 < r < 1, resulting from separation of 
variables in the Dirichlet Problem Au = 0 in the unit open disk r < 1 of two space, u given on 
the boundary r = 1. From the angular part of the separation of variables, one has also arrived at 
the ordinary differential equation -0" (~)  = AO(0) on - r  < ~ < 7r. To set self-adjoint boundary 
conditions for the O equation, one customarily imposes the 'periodic' conditions O(-Tr) = O(~r) 
and O'(-~r) = O'(~r). Most books state such a "periodic" rationale. As I have emphasized 
in my book [38], in fact it is not really 'periodicity' that guides us. Instead, one wants to 
guarantee at least C 1 interior regularity of the solution u(r, 0). In other words, one has already 
tacitly assumed that the physical situation will be one in which a more regular solution will 
prevail over a less regular one. The eigenvalues )% -- 0, 1, 4 , . . . ,  n2, . . . ,  are obtained from the 
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O equation, and substituted into the radial R equation mentioned above, from which the general 
solutions P~(r) = clr n + c2r -n, n ~ 0, and R0(r) = Cll + c2 lnr  are obtained. Here one again 
presupposes a regularity condition (C O in the interior, i.e., bounded at the origin) to knock out 
the second fundamental solutions. This assumption of regularity preference (boundedness of the 
radial separated solution modes) is usually an advertent one. 
A main thesis of this section is that nature prefers more regular behaviors, often in contrast with 
a human preference for more specific spectral states. I will elaborate this thesis throughout this 
section. When, as in the Dirichlet problem above, we recognize ither advertently or inadvertently 
a regularity preference, then there is no contrast between ature and our analysis. Still, even this 
classic problem illustrates twice our preference for the more specific (e.g., simple) spectral states. 
First (separation of variables), we try to understand the solution more simply as a product of 
radial solution multiplied by angular solution. Then (Fourier superposition), we try to understand 
the solution as a sum of the products. Nature on the other hand just stretches a regular (minimal 
stress) surface over the domain. 
Even though I am thinking of regularization i a much more general sense, I would like to bela- 
bor a bit more the Dirichlet Problem because it is so elementary, classical, and well known. The 
first point is a disclaimer: there can be instances in which one may prefer, at least mathematically, 
a less regular spectral state. For example, if one was seeking the Green's Function fundamental 
singularity for the Dirichlet Problem, one would keep In r and throw out the bounded solution 1! 
That would be the mathematically correct move for the problem AG = 6 defining the Green's 
function, i.e., delta function data. The more regular fundamental solution 1 cannot produce the 
singular delta function "data." Similarly the less regular -n solutions would be retained if one 
wanted to fit data which was even more singular than that. Note, however, that this is in contrast 
to nature's way" is using the delta function, we are insisting on a very specific "point evaluator" 
analysis 
I *  
u(P) = ] g(P, Q)AQu(Q) dQ, 
3D i skr<l  
of the problem. This simple example already illustrates a point I will elaborate later in terms of 
Rigged Hilbert Spaces: nature can be thought of as a smoothing space ~, in contrast to a human 
"measurement" space &' of linear functionals. 
A second point is that even the very elementary adial Bessel's equation above defines a 'time" 
by regularity preference: 
1, r, r 2, . . . ,  
lnr, r - l , r -2 , . . . ,  
forward direction, 
backward irection. 
Forward means more regular, backward means more singular. 
As a third point, one has probably noticed that the O equation above kept both fundamental 
solutions, the sines, and the cosines. That may be justified by the physical rotational invariance 
inherent in the posing of the problem (one may 'cut' at any a < 0 < a + 21r). So that is also 
a tacitly assumed "invariance regularity" to the problem: regularity there consists of a domain 
symmetry which favors, neither for nature nor for us, either of the two fundamental solutions and 
requires both. No symmetry breaking is allowed. Neither the right nor left angular directions can 
be preferred. A 'time" could be introduced from a choice of + versus - in the =l:nO in the sines 
and cosines, but that has nothing to do with the physics of the problem: the physics regularity 
came earlier in specifying the 'periodic' 0 boundary conditions. The symmetric onnected two 
dimensional geometrical unit disk domain of the Dirichlet Problem does not lend itself to a 'time- 
defining' broken symmetry. But the consideration fthis interior problem versus its geometrically 
dual exterior problem Ir[ > 1 would indeed permit a 'regularity time-choice' in terms of interior 
versus exterior adial eigenfunctions. Similarly, one could choose the wildly flapping violin string 
(Neumann boundary condition, Cn(x) = cosnx, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  ) in the Rayleigh problem as the 
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'forward time' direction. The more regular situation, sound made by a violin with ends tied down 
(Dirichlet boundary condition, ¢,~(x) = sin nx, n = 1, 2, . . .  ), usually defines the 'forward time.' 
After the above somewhat unconventional discourse of tacit regularity assumptions even in 
classical examples, we should be suspicious of an automatic regularity requirement 'that solutions 
be L 2'. What does that really mean in a given encountered situation, say, in chemical physics? 
Before yon Neumann's formulation of Quantum Mechanics as an L 2 theory, Weyl [39] found that 
for singular Sturm-Liouville quations under rather general conditions, for A nonreal, there is 
always one L 2 solution. When both fundamental solutions are L 2, the equation is called limit 
circle case (the name derives from the proof, see [38]). When one solution is L 2 and the other is 
not L 2, the equation is called limit point case. For example, the Legendre quation is limit circle 
and the Hermite equation is limit point. For the regularity thesis that I am developing here, 
for a limit circle equation an L 2 stipulation induces no regularity choice between fundamental 
solutions, whereas for a limit point equation the favoring of the L 2 solution constitutes a tacitly 
imposed regularity. 
Because I have never seen such a discussion elsewhere, I would therefore like to formulate a
principle. I will reinforce it further below. 
PRINCIPLE OF REGULARIZATION. Nature generaUy prefers regularity. Entropy increase some- 
times coincides with this regularity preference. Thus, regularity increase is a very extensive 
irreversibility law. 
I first really noticed this principle when adding Pause 5 (Hyperbolic Conservation Laws) in 
the 3 rd edition of my book [40,41]. In the gas dynamics equations, how to uniquely continue 
the solution 'downstream' introduces the notions of Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. Also, 
a number of entropy criteria have been introduced both analytically and numerically to assure 
a uniquely determined solution. These entropy conditions usually reflect a rule: entropy must 
increase at a shock. As argued in [40,41], both of these criteria, the Rankin-Hugoniot conditions 
and the computationally applied entropy conditions may be seen as manifestations of a more 
fundamental law of regularization. The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions elect he best of the weak 
solutions that one may consider. The entropy criteria perform the same selection for the discrete 
numerical solutions. The operative principle is seen as demanding the most regular (smooth) 
solution consistent with the conditions of the problem. For example, in the Riemann shock tube 
problem, one treats the existence-uniqueness questions by specifying that shocks will go into the 
forward space-time cone and rarefaction fans (more regular) will go into the backward space-time 
cone. 
This is a clear choice of "let us make it more regular as time passes," with shock structures 
thereby not entering causally from the past. Entropy can increase at a shock, but, no, not, in a 
backward rarefaction fan. Thus, independently from the various pecifications ofentropy increase 
that one finds postulated in this theory, in the context of gas dynamics our principle of preference 
of a more regular solution has the general effect of specifying the direction of time. 
To reinforce this principle of regularization, let me connect it to all other sections of this paper. 
Of course, because the operator spectral state framework is a stationary one, the illustrations 
below are limited to that context. The regularization law is basically a nonstationary law. 
SECTION 2. SPACES. Generally, X ~ is more complete than X. For example, X as a normed 
linear space induces X'  always a Banach space. More generally, most topological vector space 
theory as developed by the Bourbaki and others presupposes the imposition of more stringent 
topologies on X in order to obtain more extensiveness in X'. The latter may be thought of as 
more specific, the former as more regular. 
SECTION 3. STATES. The fact that there are more duality states available above the 45 degree 
diagonal than below it is a reflection of the greater extensivity of the dual spaces. As asserted 
earlier, these joint (A, A ~) state diagram states may be regarded as a (regularity, measurement) 
duality. An exception to this may appear to be the symmetric operator state diagram Figure 9, 
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in which all states except one lie on or below the diagonal. However, this may be interpreted 
as these symmetric operators A being 'too' regular, i.e., deficiently defined so that no physical 
measurements can be performed. It is fundamental to the Hilbert space quantum measurement 
theory that such A be enlarged to their correctly posed and physically delineated self-adjoint 
extensions. 
SECTION 4. SPECTRA. In addition to the comments made above about spaces and states, we 
may note that the dual operator A~ is generally more complete than A. For example for arbitrary 
densely defined bounded operators A, A ~ is everywhere defined. For densely defined unbounded 
operators A, A ~ is always a closed operator. The latter means that for a sequence of measurements 
9~n converging to y t such that A~y~ converges to z ~, then 9 ~ is still in the domain ofA ~ and A~9 ~ = z ~. 
Thus, all of the spectrum easuring translates (A - AI) ~ are closed operators and more complete. 
SECTION 5. SCATTERING. First, the fact that the spectral family EA is usually taken to be 
monotone increasing with increasing A means that already an "energy direction" assumption is
implicit. This translates into a kind of regularity when the Schr~linger equation is posed: bound 
states at lower values of A are 'more regular' than continuum states at higher energies. From this 
ordering of bound states to the left [42], we find that quantum transitions 'are more probable' 
to the ground state than to other states. Second, a Sommerfeld radiation condition chooses the 
more regular fundamental solution of the SchrSdinger or other second-order differential equation 
by specifying the sense of decay at spatial infinity. This then becomes in the nonstationary 
time dependent view the 'outgoing' solution. Third, the Limiting Amplitude Principle limits 
oscillation so that the group Ut will exponentially decay, a regularity. Fourth, the Limiting 
Absorption Principle, although the specifics of such were not discussed fully here, usually comes 
down to picking an approach to the real energy axis from one of the upper or lower complex half 
planes, but not both. That should correspond to the 'correct' regularity in the sought solution, 
e.g., of a Lippman-Schwinger equation. Thus, all of EA, Rz and Ut are seen to include a regularity 
choice, just in their roles as spectral entities. 
Perhaps here is a good place to recognize other regularities implicit in conventional treatment of 
scattering theory. First, the classical scattering of incoming plane waves into outgoing spherically 
tending waves is a regularity in correspondence to a time choice. Second, when treating resonances 
in quantum nonrelativistic s attering, e.g., see [43], convention has it that poles of the S-matrix in 
the upper half plane correspond to bound states of the angular momentum, whereas poles in the 
lower half plane are to correspond to a resonance of angular momentum. Such resolvent operator 
conventions mask or define an implicit choice of time direction. And the choice of resonance in the 
lower half plane really means that the "less regular" or "improper" eigenfunction is assigned to 
resonance whereas the "more regular" one is given to the bound state. In the quantum scattering 
situation the more regular choice of eigenfunction is specified by a condition such as ¢(0) = 0 
in the radial part of Schr~kiinger quation, just like the ¢(0) bounded in the Dirichlet Problem 
discussed at the beginning of this section. 
One finds this 'preference for regularity' throughout scattering theory, in the Regge trajectories 
theory, choices of which analytic ontinuation sheet o be on, etc., somehow a preference for decay 
wherever possible. For example, in the dispersion relations Newton [44], in the calculation of the 
spectral function from the phase shift, in which one calculates the magnitude of the Jost function 
from the phase shift and the bound state energies, one selects the regular solutions of the second 
order differential equation by means of a boundary condition [44, equation (12.132)] at the origin. 
This then determines the amount of 'spread' of the wave function, therefore the 'size' of the bound 
state, hence the RMS interparticle distance. The irregular solution also has a scattering theory 
but in terms of boundary conditions at infinity. 
SECTION 6. SHIFTS. Shifting to the right creates a new particle, and hence increases entropy. 
By our principle of regularity, we should interpret this as the direction of regularity increase. The 
choice of right shift as Koopman operator corresponds to the 'ergodic' dynamics S, under which 
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iterates of S will spread any set of positive measure ventually throughout the phase space. Thus, 
the choice right shift over left shift implicitly defines a choice of instantaneous particle number 
increase with instantaneous time increase. 
It should be mentioned here that this observation that the duality (S, S*) of shifts constitutes a 
regularization and time law will extend more widely to general operators T as they may come into 
play in the modelling of physical and chemical processes. Without elaboration let me recall that 
for any linear contraction (IITII _< 1) on a Hilbert space ~/we have the following general spectral 
representation theorem, provided that T is 'left-shift-like': Tnx ~ 0 for all x in 7/. Then T is 
unitarily equivalent to a left shift S* on an invariant subspace of a Hardy Hilbert space 7/2. In 
this way, all operators T on a Hilbert space may be investigated as projections of shifts S, hence 
implicitly ordered. 
SECTION 7. RIGGINGS. By their very nature, Rigged Hilbert Spaces or more general triples 
involve a more regular test function space (I) and a less regular but more extensive dual space (I)~. 
As I have mentioned above several times, this can be viewed as nature's pace (I) and human 
measurement space (I) ~. Looking at this more closely, for complicated measurements ¢~, e.g., 
corresponding to measuring highly mixed or 'continuous' pectral states ¢, one would need to 
run experiments hrough all pure states Cp to achieve the accurate measurement ¢~ of ¢. 
In this section, I have formulated a principle of regularization and I have speculated that 
regularization is a very extensive irreversibility law. I have conjectured a significant coinciding of 
this law with the second law of entropy increase. In this view, conventional irreversible approach 
to equilibrium is a regularizing process. But that is only half of the story. The principle of 
regularization is half of a duality in which evident macroscopic regularization is coupled with 
inherent microscopic refinement of detail. 
A simple example of this is the progression of the Haar basis from the indicator function 1 
on the unit interval to +1 indicator functions on successive diadic partitions of the unit interval 
to extremely finely oscillating +1 indicator functions which in their blurred refinement limit 
resemble more and more the indicator function 1 on the whole interval (along with its mirror image 
-1  below). Great microscopic refinement has taken place while approaching a macroscopically 
regular final equilibrium. 
Time does nor permit a complete development of this macroscopic regularization microscopic 
refinement duality principle. More details will be found in [45] and will be given elsewhere. In 
each instance of its occurrence in nature, this principle will manifest itself in different ways. The 
essential idea in plain terms is that in order for macroscopic regularization to take place the 
underlying physics must simultaneously entertain an ever-presence of friction or its equivalent. 
The macroscopic grinding down process creates microscopic increase in detail. Conversely, the 
latter implements the former. Therefore, let us state the following principle. 
PRINCIPLE OF MACROSCOPIC REGULARIZATION MICROSCOPIC REFINEMENT DUALITY. With 
natural macroscopic regularization occurs simultaneous microscopic refinement. 
9. PROBABIL IST IC  SPECTRAL  STATES 
In this section, I want to very briefly introduce a principle of probability preference and its 
counterpart an event of probability violation. Correspondingly, I will call a state ¢ which obeys 
probability preference a probabilistic spectral state. This will be seen to be an important instance 
of regularity preference, in the sense of the preceding section. 
I believe that this notion will be a fundamental one, with implications far beyond the context of 
the present paper. From it I have formulated [45] a theory of microscopic irreversibility in quan- 
tum mechanics, the barest sketch of which I will now give, the full theory to be presented in [45] 
and elsewhere. Let us consider a steepening spectral family /E(A)¢, ¢) over a segment of con- 
tinuous spectrum. This occurs in quantum mechanics as a spectral concentration corresponding 
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to a pole in a scattering cross section. Such a steepening is sometimes called a pseudoeigenvalue 
in the continuum, corresponding to a Green's function singularity nearby in either the upper or 
lower half plane, depending on your "time" convention. For purposes of a general discussion, let x 
denote the continuum parameter (e.g., energy A, frequency k, etc.) and Y denote the probabilistic 
spectral distribution function (e.g., IE(x)¢, ¢1, normalized power spectrum cumulative distribu- 
tion Jo I/(k)l 2 dk, etc.) for a given state ¢. I will take as my model the important hreshold 
function, the sigmoid 
1 
y(x)  = 1 + e-;~(x-°) '
where 8 is called the threshold and/~ is called the gain. There are multicultural motivations 
for this important function but a good one is that of transconductance amplifier: you input a 
voltage x relative to a bias 8 and enjoy an enhanced current output y. For simplicity we may 
take 8 to be zero, and arrive at the important equation characterizing the sigmoid, 
y'(x) = f~y(x)(1 - y(x)). 
The sigmoid y(x) is an absolutely continuous probability distribution and its derivative y~(x) is 
a corresponding probability density function provided that its gain does not exceed four. 
I can state very simply now the notion of an event of probability violation: a physical event 
which causes a describing probability density to exceed the value one. Even if we do not truly 
understand the fundamental physical meanings of a spectral derivative, if we are adhering to a 
probabilistic interpretation of a spectral distribution function, we should respect he correspond- 
ing density function. This leads me to a principle. 
PRINCIPLE OF PROBABILITY PREFERENCE. Nature prefers to preserve probability densities. 
When the density amplitude xceeds one, information is lost. This may signed an irrevocable 
irreversibility at a fundamental level. 
Before continuing with my sigmoid model, let me distinguish my notion of probability violation 
from what might at first appear to be equivalent notions in other guises. First, the whole 
literature of operator theoretic statistical mechanics posits that the positivity property p(x) >_ 0 
of state functions defined on a phase space should be preserved under all operations on the 
state space. This is a principle of probability preservation. Should some p(x) go negative, then 
a complementary probability 1 - p(x) will violate probability in my sense. But this notion, 
that of a space of positive probability densities, comes just from the model setup in which the 
positive functions p(x) are defined to be the density states. My idea is different, comes from 
different motivations, and drives at the question: what "happens" to the "information" in a 
probability density function that is dynamically driven "above" the value one? Moreover, I allow 
both probability violation and probability preference, and seek to understand the difference as a 
physical manifestation. 
As a second source of possible overlap with what is known, I examined the scattering theory 
literature, and in Nussenzveig's book [46] I found van Kampen's causality condition. Nussen- 
zveig [46, p. 82] states this as follows. "Let the incoming wave packet be so normalized as to 
represent one incident particle for t --, -oo.  Then the total probability of finding a particle 
outside of the scatterer at any given moment cannot exceed unity." As explained in [46], this 
arises from an assumed continuity equation for probability flow which is to be probability con- 
serving in the sense of no emission or absorption of probability. Then van Kampen's postulate 
is obtained as the complement of a postulate of positive probability densities, in the same way 
as for the state space models described above. In van Kampen's formulation it is a complement 
in the spatial sense, that a particle must be either inside a sphere of radius r, or outside of it, 
with combined probability one. In contrast, my principle of probability preference operates at a 
more fundamental level and is deeper than just asking that probabilities be nonnegative. I am 
interested in fact in those instances in nature in which this preference cannot be maintained, 
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is in fact violated, causing something irreversible to happen. This is my conjecture: that it is 
interesting to inquire as to what "happens" when the peak of the probability density is driven 
to a value above one. Does that change the fundamental dynamics of the dynamical system 
under description? Does it create an irreversibility in an essential dynamical characteristic of the 
evolution, due to "some probability being lost?" 
A rather interesting insight may now be seen through the sigmoid distribution, which was 
introduced at the beginning of this section as a model quantum probabilistic distribution function. 
The sigmoid derivative y'(x) =/~y(x)(1 - y(x)) corresponds to the logistic iterative map Yn+I = 
/zyn(1 -Y,).  (Actually, one must be careful with this continuous map discrete map analogy, for if 
one carries out a direct discretization f the former, one does not arrive directly at the latter.) We 
recall that the logistic iterative map has been a staple in the modern study of chaotic dynamical 
systems, see [47]. As the parameter #is increased through small positive values, one progresses 
through a 'bifurcation' sequence of solutions howing increasing complexity. For # > 4, the orbit 
of any y which exceeds the value one tends thereafter to -cx) (see [47, p. 35, Figure 5.4] and the 
discussion there). The set A of points y which never escape becomes a repelling hyperbolic Cantor 
set. On it the logistic map can be represented asa shift. The information on the complement of
A has all gone off to minus infinity. 
Returning now to a spectral concentration i  a scattering event, consider the schematic Fig- 
ure 14 which depicts a photoeffect in which a "bound-free" transition is caused by an incoming 
photon event (see [42], I can as well consider "free-free" events as in Bremsstrahlung transitions, 
details will be published elsewhere). In Figure 14 I imagine the spectral function <E(A), ¢, ¢) to 
be a sigmoid near a continuum energy E0, both before and after the photon transition event, but 
a sigmoid with higher gain after the event. When gain becomes too large, the continuum cannot 
hold the transferred energy, and for those states ¢ the atom undergoes a probability violation. 
For the interval of time during which the photoeffect is active, this probability violation produces 
a local chaos in the manner analogous for example for that known for the logistic map. 
Continuing, let us look at the Fourier transform of the sigmoid. Since 
1 tanh x 1 
l+e-  
we know that the sigmoid tranforms, up to scale factors, as 
1 
f(A) = 1 + e -~ -'* - icscht + 6(0). 
With gain/9 and threshold included, the transform becomes 
1 ...,e_+2~o6(s ) _ie_i2,~o(~)csch(~s) " 
f()~) = 1 + e-~¢~,-8) 2 
Thus, the effect of the threshold 0 = Eo in the energy continuum is a phase change, and the real 
part of the transform becomes a potential source in the transform domain. Ignoring the phase 
change, i.e., setting 0 = 0, the derivative of the sigmoid transforms as 
f'(A) = ~f (A) (1 - f (A ) ) -+- /~s)  csch I~sl+i27rs6(s), 
in which now the imaginary part of the transform is in the role of source in the transform domain. 
The gain ~ enters into the imaginary part of the transform of the spectral distribution f(A) and 
into the real part of the transform of the spectral derivative f'(A) and accounts for the slope of 
the developing singularity of the hyperbolic osecant along those axes, respectively. The gain/~ of 
course, also acts as a width parameter in the probability density ft(A). Notice that the sigmoid 
CAI4~ 34-5/6-[ 
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Figure 14. A schematic of a photoeffect inwhich an incoming photon (a) is absorbed, 
creating an electron transition (b) in which a higher energy bound state becomes a
spectral concentration i the continuous spectrum. When the spectral concentration 
derivative xceeds the value one at the new threshold E0 ÷ ~, one encounters loss of 
probability, a microscopically irreversible event. 
density behaves very much like the Breit-Wigner formula (e.g., see [43]) for the partial cross 
section 
(r /2)  ~ 
at ~ sin s ~e()~) = (/~ _ E0)2 Jr (r/2)2, 
corresponding to a resonance of angular momentum g with energy peak at E0 and a pole nearby 
at Eo - i F /2  in the lower half plane. As is well known [48], the line width F may be interpreted 
as the transition probability per unit time for spontaneous emission. Thus, the sigmoid gain,/3, 
may also be so interpreted. When probability preference is violated due to too much gain, the 
radiation energies have exceeded some fundamental informational limit. The reciprocal 1//3 is 
the time that the quantum system can stay in its upper energy state. Thus, any measurement of 
that upper energy state cannot take longer than the 1//3 lifetime of that state. According to the 
uncertainty principle At.  AA > h, the measurement of that energy state has at best an accuracy 
of/3h. That  uncertainty translates into an emitted line broadening of magnitude/3 reflecting the 
shortened lifetime of the higher energy state caused by its measurement. 
It  should be mentioned that the principle of probability preference is another instance of the 
principle of regularity of the preceding section, although all of the mechanics and subtle impli- 
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Figure 15. Onset of chaos in neurai learning. As effective dynamic gain B reaches 
quadratic threshold criticalities, weight changes begin to exhibit logistic map ergodic 
behavior. When B exceeds criticality, iterations cease due to cumulative probability 
violation. 
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cations of that statement are certainly not yet clear. For example, in the photoeffect photon 
absorption described above, the regularity of an eigenvalue is exchanged for the less precise but 
larger bandwidth pseudoeigenvalue and then when gain exceeds four there is a further broadening 
into the complex plane. Inasmuch as absorption and emission are dual events it is difficult to 
ascribe an a priori regularity preference of one over the other. Intuitively, both are regularizing 
events to avoid the collision of two electron trajectories. My view here is that within that regu- 
larizing dynamics, probability preference may act to minimize the loss of information caused by 
too much gain at resonant energy levels. More generally, perhaps probability preference may be 
viewed as nature's way of spreading probability densities to avoid probability violation. 
It is important to note that although I have used the sigmoid probability distribution model 
in this section, many nonlinear maps possess a local quadratic haracter and chaotic behavior of 
the sigmoid, and thus rather general spectral functions (E(A)¢, ¢) may be expected to exhibit it. 
Finally, let me note that the principle of probability preference originated in a new under- 
standing [49] of the robustness of the threshold ynamics in neural networks, and stems from 
earlier considerations of a sigmoid calculus [50]. In brief, normally in neural modelling and neural 
net algorithms one uses sigmoid thresholding, with gain f~ set nominally to one. However, an 
analysis [49] of dynamic effective gain which couples also the effects of the input data predicts 
a quadratic onset of chaos and consequent ergodic search of weight space in order to achieve a 
neural earning convergence. That this prediction is borne out in practice is shown in Figure 15. 
There the so-called exclusive-or learning problem was simulated on a neural network with two 
input nodes, two hidden nodes, and one output node. Including weights to the biases, there are 
a total of nine weights to be learned. The weight increments are plotted for 150 iterations of the 
backpropagation learning algorithm. As the effective dynamic gain f~ increases, onset of chaos is 
observed, with all weight changes exhibiting logistic map iterative behavior in order to quickly 
and adequately search weight space for an acceptable solution. It would be pure speculation to 
wonder if nature has built into the synapses of our brains a similar esponse, for example to opti- 
mize learning by adjusting effective dynamic gain, or in cases of over-input to accept probability 
violation with its inherent information loss. 
10. CONCLUSION 
In his paper, proving the quasi-ergodic hypothesis of P. and T. Ehrenfest, yon Neumann [51] 
refers to the operator theoretic approach of Koopman which revolutionized the treatment of 
statistical mechanics and quantum mechanics, as follows: 
The pith of the idea in Koopman's method resides in the conception of the spectrum E(A) 
reflecting, in its structure, the properties of the dynamical system. 
In the present paper, I have carried that spirit to arbitrary operators, not necessarily selfadjoint, 
for the understanding of time, chaos, and resonances in dynamical systems. 
After an overview of functional analysis in Section 2, Section 3 surveys the useful device of 
operator state diagrams which conveniently portray the duality theory of operators, Section 4 
applies it to detailing parts of a spectrum, Section 5 treats continuous spectra, Section 6 looks at 
spectra induced by mixing dynamical systems, and Section 7 is an explanation ofGelfand Triples 
and Rigged Hilbert Spaces from the state diagram viewpoint. 
Section 8 introduces a principle of regularization which I take to be a very extensive irre- 
versibility law. The thesis of regularization is seen to touch many parts of this paper. Moreover 
a macroscopic regularization microscopic refinement duality principle is formulated. Section 9 
introduces a principle of probability preference as an instance of regularization preference. A 
model is given in which microscopic irreversibility is tied to dynamical chaos through probability 
violation. 
No matter how one arranges the physics as an operator theory, it seems that for operators 
corresponding to unstable dynamical systems there is always built in, perhaps implicit, perhaps 
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tacit, possibly unintended, a binary choice. This binary choice determines a future and past of 
the theory. In this context, therefore I may state. 
PRINCIPLE OF CHOICE. Time is a binary choice. This may come into implementation by semi- 
group choice, spectra] monotonicity choice, continuation sheet choice, eigenfunction space choice, 
shift direction choice, adjoint or conjugate choice, phase space-state space choice, upper and 
lower rigging choice, preference for regu/arity choice or preference for probability choice. It is 
important hat no matter how it enters, its entry must be consistent (same arrow of t/me) with 
all portions of the evolving system. 
It is important o make clear that the principle that time (direction) is a binary choice, is a 
statement about models. For example, if you (or some occurrence in nature) chooses the upper 
half plane plane over the lower half plane, that is a binary event. One can say that the symmetry 
between past and future is broken. But only in the models. 
Let us bring this point home by recalling the usual experiment performed in a first statistics 
course. Steel balls are dropped into a grid of nails protruding from a backing. The balls form 
vertical column histograms approaching a final bell-shaped istribution. The individual trajecto- 
ries have contributed to a statistical description. If you remember only the evolving distribution, 
for example, only its average location and dispersion, i.e., only the first and second moments, of 
course you cannot recover the individual trajectory information. But that is not irreversibility. 
Given a large enough computer, you can retain all individual trajectory information. You can 
even do this if you allow balls to collide due to "batch processing." Then you add bit tags to 
keep a record of such events. The choice in going to a statistical description is that of going from 
a large computer memory to a small one. Given a large enough computer, you can even run the 
trajectories backward to their initial positions. 
Thus, the view is not irreversibility is an emergent property of processes in which we are forced 
to go to ensemble rather than particle description. If one loses information, it is because you do 
not keep track of all evolving relations among the individual trajectories. This applies also to 
maps S for which S -1 is not single valued. The fact that S -1 is a relation and not a function is 
not irreversibility. The often proposed "holistic" dogma that the whole is more than the sum of 
its parts is also sometimes misconstrued. The whole is exactly its parts plus all relations among 
them. 
It must be admitted that sometimes we do not know all of those relations. This is the crux of 
the matter. For example postulating a stochastic background for a physical theory, even more 
that it be Markovian, is tempting and convenient. Then the view that the physical world and 
its transitions are always subject o tiny inherent fluctuations replaces the notion of irreversibil- 
ity with that of unpredictability. Propositions of irreversibility are now transferred to a finer 
level: what are the mechanisms and the nature of such inherent fluctuations or other form of 
randomness? 
Thus, in our view, increasing disorder usually associated with increasing entropy is really 
increasing order coupled with a refusal or inability to keep track of it. The principle of macroscopic 
regularization is in fact a duality with microscopic refinement of detail. Thus, in our opinion, 
the mystery of "Time's Arrow" remains unresolved. Until it is resolved, we must accept ime 
as we have already perceived it in building our clocks, our sense of history, our synchronizations 
of events that underlie the instant by instant workings of our civilizations, even the definitions 
and maintenance of our standard communication frequencies, and which allows our memories to 
string together the words of this sentence to produce a sense of meaning. 
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